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Making a
Difiference
Elisabeth VanVliet is succeeding at
EMU through dedication, talent and
the support of alumni. She is a
current recipient of the EMU Alumni
Association Scholarship, which rec
ognizes tradition by helping current
students from families with at least
one EMU graduate. Through the gen
erosity of alumni and other EMU
supporters, 12 renewable scholar
ships were awarded this year. Your
contributions are making a difference
every day. Thank you.

,. MICHIGAN ·-

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

How to make a difference:

... Make a direct contribution to the EMU Alumni
Association Scholarship Fund or attend an event that
supports it, like any upcoming "Go Green" alumni tailgate
(see page 35). For more information on the scholarship
fund, visit emich.edu/alumni/awards/scholar.html.
... Get an EMU vanity plate from the state of Michigan. The
fee is $35 in addition to your annual vehicle registration
fee. Of the $35, $25 supports alumni scholarships and pro
gramming initiatives. For more information, please visit
emich.edu/alumni/programs/license.html.

EMU Alumni Association
emich.edu/alumni/association
734.487.0250
a I umni. relations@emich.edu
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Hope Springs Eternal

S

imilar co a beautiful srring Jay, there has been plenty of sunshine here at Eastern Michigan
University.
first, of course, we celebrate the selection of Dr. usan Marrin as EMU's 22nd President,
and the first woman ro lead EMU in our 159-year history. le is difficult to overstate the
enthusiasm evident on campus May 14, when the Board of Regents made chis hisroric deci
sion. Dr. Marrin, who comes co us from the University of Michigan-Dearborn, is superbly
qualified to lead EMU forward. She also happens to be a delightful person, and the various
groups who attended the May 1 i events - the Regents meeting , press conference and
Student Center celebration - picked up on her warmth and sincerity.
That alone would have made this a special spring. But since January, EMU has received
two historic gifts - both derailed in this issue. The Parsons gift is the largest in our history
and clearly will be a great asset, in land-value and academic opportunity; another gift from
alumnus and donor Dan McClory is the largest gift for an athletic program in EMU hisrory.
A variety of ocher grants will give EMU students chances to do everything from learning
about ecology to studying abroad for international study degree requirements.
Meanwhile, EMU keeps
moving ahead on many other
fronts. Our students are ser
cing records or excelling in
all kinds of places, from
mock courtrooms co compet
itive athletics. The College of
Business' second Ethos Week
received great visibility and
once again illustrated what a
tremendous calling card che
COB is on this campus.
Finally, EMU received
national attention when it
won four major federal ear
mark grants coraling j use
about 3.3 million. These
grants will help EMU pro
vide support services to dis
EMU's new President, Dr Susan Martin, and Provost Dorrnld M Loppnow placed Michigan workers;
expand wrap-around social
services for high-risk parents and their families; and launch, through the University's Coatings
Research Jnscicme, work on hybrid materials for thermal management in aeronautics.
Ir has been an invigorating time for me and for rhose who helped guide the University
through this transition. le also continues to be my privilege to serve chis worthy institution
as I scare my 35th year at EMU.
Please join me in saying: Welcome co Eastern Michigan University, President Marrin! �

'

Donald M. Loppnow
Provost and Executive Vice President

Text
message
safety

MU has launched a
EUniversity-wide, text-mes
saging alert service that will
advise the estimated 25,000 stu
dents, staff and faculty of emer
gency situations on campus. The
Department of Public Safety has
initiated the program to more
effectively reach today's mobile
recipients. The same message
will be sent to e-mail, and details
will also be on EMU's Web site.
Visit this Web site to sign up:
getrave.com/login/EasternMichigan.
Provide your my.emich e-mail
address and your cell phone
number. A confirmation message
will be sent to your my.emich
e-mail address.

Bonner days for EMU

his spring, Eastern Michigan University
Tis waving some new flags - and help
ing visitors and first-time students
more easily find their way around at the
same time.
In an effort to improve campus "way
finding," EMU has placed 354 full-color,
large, vinyl, integrated banners on light
posts all over main campus and along major
streets such as Washtenaw Avenue and Cross
Street. EMU joins several other universities
with individual light-post banners.
The banners are designed to make it
much easier for people to find various
buildings on or around campus, and to
identify those buildings when they arrive.
Sharply designed with full-color pic
tures, the vertical, 21-square-foot, EMU-

green banners add warmth and beauty to
the campus. The majority of them identify
buildings in easy-to-read white letters,
large, color photographs of the buildings
and the EMU logo and tagline "Education First."
At the Convocation Center, there is one
banner for each of the 21 spores at EMU,
with the name of the sport and color photos
of athletes. A few of the banners are dedicat
ed to parking assistance, clearly marked
with the "P" parking letter within a circle,
and with directional arrows. These identify
the lot and who is allowed to park there.
Other places marked with banners include
the College of Business, the EMU
Foundation and Ypsilanti Marriott at Eagle
Crest. �

EMU

Emergency
Alert

Astronaut Ronald E. McNair died
when the Shuttle Challenger
exploded in 1986. An article in the
winter 2008 edition of Exemplar,
"The Legacy of Mc Nair," listed
an incorrect Shuttle name.
Correction
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A sampling of recent guests who spoke on campus
..,. Javier Ruperez, Consul General of Spain and former
Spanish ambassador to the U.S. and United Nations,
attended a reception in his honor at the Student Center
April 18. EMU's Department of Foreign Languages and
the Honorary Consul of Spain hosted the event, which
was attended by consul generals from various coun
tries, business executives, community leaders, EMU faculty,
administrators and alumni.

Parents - got
o minute!

Geometric figures are all around us. Not only is
it important that children can recognize and
identify shapes, it's also necessary to explain
the properties of shapes. This can be accom
plished by providing kids with a wide variety of
activities. For younger children, put some
crackers that are all different shapes in a bowl.
Point to a few of them, and talk about the prop
erties of the shape ....

Mady Kouyate, a West African singer-storyteller, •
performed with his 2 1-string kora instrument and
sang poetic verses April 16 in the Student Center.
The performance was part of a lesson for a course
on African civilization.
..,. Dave Dombrowski, DetroitTigers
CEO and general manager, spoke
during the Tigers Winter Caravan event at the Convocation
Center Jan. 14. His speech came during a VIP
event that also featured Tigers players.

Deborah Meier, author, •
educator and education advo
cate, spoke about the struggle
for democracy in education on
Feb. 7 in Roosevelt
Auditorium. Meier has
spent more than four
decades working in public
education as a
teacher, principal,
writer and educa
tion advocate .
..,. Michael Morris ('69, '73), chairman, president
and CEO of American Electric Power Co. and for
mer EMU regent, delivered the commencement
address during the spring ceremonies April 27.
Since joining AEP in January 2004, Morris had led
the company's effort to build the largest and first
commercial-scale integrated gasification combined
cycle plant. He served on the EMU Board of Regents
from 1997 to 2004.

I>
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If these words sound vaguely familiar, that's
because you may have heard them recently on
the radio, along with other educational tips, all
contained within one minute.

Eastern Michigan University and WWJ
Newsradio 950 have teamed up to offer
"Education Minute," quick educational advice
aimed for parents of children from pre-kinder
garten to college. Math advice is offered
Mondays; Technology on Tuesdays; Writing and
Reading on Wednesdays; Science on Thursday;
and Learning Beyond the Walls on Friday.
The spots began April 7, 2008, and air at 9:22
a.m.; 12:23 p.m.; 5:40 p.m.; and 9:53 p.m. Check it
out at www.wwj.com/pages/1924535.php

A conversation with Gregory O'Dell
0: How have recent shootings at
other universities changed campus
safety?

A: It's a huge priority. lc's a very high
priority to prepare for something like
that and certainly the focus. For a long
time, this kind of situation prompted
the typical pol ice response to secure an
area and call for a SWAT team. Now
things have changed dramatically,
where all the police agencies must
train to immediately respond co a sit
uation like that.
0: What's the new plan?

A: Before Columbine, that was exact
ly the strategy police were trained to
use. lf you had a situation involving a
shooting, or a shooter inside of a
building, the training plan was for the
police officers that were working the patrol officers - to immediately
respond and set up a perimeter and
then call in the SWAT ream, the peo
ple with the extra weapons and special
training. And one of the lessons, obvi
ously, that was learned from
Columbine and ocher situations is chat
char type of response doesn't work.
That type of response al lows the
shooters to continue the threat, and
people ate killed and wounded while
police are setting up. It's now
absolutely necessary that police receive
training in how to respond immedi
ate! y to those types of situations.

lot in Ann Arbor with crime
analysis and directed patrols, so
we're looking at some different
ways of analyzing crime here
and determining rhe most effec
tive way to deploy the officers
rhar we have.

involved with the communi
ty and having those types of
interactions. And just the
idea of working with people,
l've always enjoyed geccing
out in public and working
with different gtoups.

oc finalizations. But we are
making adjustments - jusr
based on, for instance, the
Northern Illinois (university
shooting) situation. One of the
things that we've been doing the
last couple of weeks here is co be
very proactive in being seen in
the large campus lecture halls.
Officers are our of the cars, and
they're actually doing foot
patrols throughout, for instance,
Mark Jefferson and Pray
Harrold - the big lecture halls.
That's a really high priority for
us to do chat.

A: The first nine years I
worked, I worked in the city
of Burron and we had 35
police officers, and during the
nine years l was there, we had
cwo officers acrnally shoe and
killed on duty, so it's certain
ly something you chink
about. It's just something you
adjust tO - and do your job.

0: Have you made any final
izations?

A:

0: Why did you want to get
involved in law enforcement?

A: Originally? Boy, that goes

back 28 years. l can't remember
that far back! I think one of rhe
things that always drew me to
it was I knew on some level
that the police were the ones
who really knew what was
going on in che
community. I
0: What is one of the biggest
challenges of being executive direc grew up in the
Fl inc area and
tor of public safety for EMU?
you'd see the police
A: l'm coming into a sirnation where down the street or at
there's been a change in the top level a business and you
leadership, and there are several things really wouldn't know
within the department that I'm work I what was going on,
ing on, such as updating policies and bur you knew the police
adjusting schedules and looking at knew what was involved.
I
different modes of deployment. One of There's something about it that
the things I'm looking into: We did a really attracted me to being

0: Has your safety ever
been a concern?

0: Which police shows do
you watch?

A: The only police-related

show chat J watch at all is
"Law & Order." I like che
two sides of ic, the first half
of che show is the police show
and the second half is what
happens in coutt. Jc
appeals t0 me in both
ways.�

- By Chris
Azzopardi
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Most EMU alumni read each of the three issues of Exemplar
they receive each year, and a majority say the magazine is of
high quality and useful. But when it comes to the possibility of
paying subscription fees. placing ads or paying fees for classi
fied ads, the answer is, mostly, no thanks.

These are the major findings in a readership survey concluded
earlier this year. Here are some details.
..,.. 61 percent of survey respondents say they read every
issue, or mostly every issue.
..,.. 64 percent ranked the magazine's quality as "high," or
"very high."
..,.. 62 percent describe Exemplar as either "somewhat use
ful," or "very useful ."
..,.. 67 percent of survey respondents receive alumni maga
zines from at least one other university or college; among
those, 26 percent ranked Exemplar's quality above the
other magazines they receive, and 70 percent checked
"no strong opinion either way."
..,.. 46 percent of survey respondents said they were either
"not at all willing," or "not very willing" to pay an annual
subscription fee; 50 percent had "no strong opinion either
way" or were "somewhat willing."
..,.. Among those who were willing to pay an annual sub
scription fee, 30 percent believe it should be just S5; and
38 percent said S10.
..,.. 80 percent of survey takers agreed, or strongly agreed,
that Exemplar should accept paid advertising to help with
production costs. But 62 percent said they would "never"
place an ad as an individual; 64 percent said an organiza
tion they were affiliated with would either "never" or
"occasionally" place a display ad.

8
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EMU ethics courses
go online
E M U's new O nline EthicsTraining Modules are now avail
able on l i n e for those interested i n registering for them.
The set of three modules are " Business Professional
Dynamic Model;" "The Sarbanes-Oxley Act;" and
"Business Ethics." Participants experience interactive pre
sentations, dynamic exercises and real-world case studies
that help increase understanding of real-l ife business
ethics. Those who complete the program earn 1.5 CEU
credits. A l u m n i get a special discount. For more informa
tion, go to ethicstraining.emich.edu.

Fifth Third grant offers
no-interest loans
Eastern Michigan U n iversity i n April received a
$100,000 grant from the Charles E. Sch e l l Trust, Fifth
Third Bank, Trustee. The grant will start a no-i nterest loan
program in the College of Business. It will help from 1 6
to 2 5 students afford study-abroad programs, which are
required for EMU's new international business degree.
The grant "will strengthen our students' abil ities to
compete i n the global ma rketplace;' said David E.
Mielke, dean of the College of Business. "Students can
not just read about international business, they have to
experience it:•

EMU's Historic Preservation
progro01, feotured
The spring 2008 issue of Traditional Masonry magazine, a trade
publication, has published an article about EMU's Historic
Preservation program, among others. The article, "Education: A
0.uestion of Degrees," details EMU 's well-regarded program.
The article focused on several universities offering historic preser
vation programs, and the differences in these programs. It quoted
several times Ted Ligibel, director of EMU's Historic Preservation pro
gram and chair of the National Council for Preservation Education. It
also published a photograph of EMU students Mollie Douglas and

Grant puts EMU
in center of
sustainability
education
With the help of a $200,000 grant from the Great
Lakes Fishery Trust, EMU has become one of sever
al " h ubs" where college and high school students
join community groups to promote good steward
ship of natural resources.
The project is designed to help solve southeast
ern Michigan's various and increasingly complex
ecological programs by teaching students "the fun
damental u n dersta nding of the intersections
between ecological and social justice;' which will
bring changes, says Rebecca Martusewicz, a n EMU
professor of teacher education and di rector of the
project.
Students will work with com m u nity groups to
monitor streams, wooded areas a n d water quality
problems, and more.
Martusewicz had worked previously on an EPA
sponsored project, along with Susan Santone from
the non-profit Creative Change Educational
Solutions ofYpsilanti. They developed a " place
based" cu rricu l u m that focused on sustai nability
education. They collaborated with several school
districts.
That model is being replicated in the develop

Dennis Caviston during a masonry hands-on workshop.
Ligibel emphasized the necessity of a college education for
research-centered preservationists; and of the number of preserva
tion-related jobs that will open up due to environmental and sus
tainability concerns. "The environmental movement recognizes that
the greenest building is one that's already built," Ligibel told the
magazine.
"We are delighted to be featured in Traditional Masonry's cur
rent issue," Ligibel remarked about the article. "As the nation 's
largest graduate program in historic preservation, and a charter
member of the National Council for Preservation Education, this
article highlights ours and other nationally-recognized historic
preservation programs' work in furthering understanding of the
importance of traditional building trades."

ment of the hub. The work involves a broad coali
tion of three Michigan schools - Ann Arbor Skyline
High School, Hope of Detroit Academy Charter
School, and Howell High School; three i ntermediate
school districts in Washtenaw, Wayne and
Livingston counties; and 1 2 community groups i n
southeastern Michigan.
EMU's Institute for the Study of Children,
Families and Commu nities houses the center, with
support from the College of Education and E M U 's
Teacher Education Department. Other regional hubs
funded by the Trust are in the Upper Peninsula,
Muskegon and at Michigan State U n iversity.
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The Road
to China

COB breakfast speaker shares tips on setting
up shop in the world's biggest market

By Kimberly Sandoval

hether ic's running an international automotive com
ponents company in China or getting a major pub
lisher to distribute his work, Jack Perkowski, chair
man and chief executive officer of ASIMCO Technologies,
has managed co sray ahead of the pack.
He was a featured guest speaker at EMU, April
I l , as part of the College of Business Breakfast
with rhe Dean series, where he shared some
secrets of his success with alumni and scu
dencs. The free program also included a book
signing.
Perkowski is a key figure right now in China's
automotive components industry because
ASIMCO is a foreign-invested compa
ny headquartered in Beijing. He
talked about bis new book,
Mtmaging the Dragon: How
/ '111 B11ifding a Billion Dollar
B11siness in China, which
describes his experiences
building ASIMCO from
che ground up, and lessons
he learned about developi ng
rhe company's local manage
ment team.
The book also covers
decentral izacion; China's dif
ferent cost perspective and how
it creates two markets for any
produce; inrelleccual property
concerns; and practical advice
on starting such a business.
''lt wasn't very easy. We
had to overcome a lot of hur
dles and obstacles and . . . I
cold myself no matter how
difficult it got, I would stay
with it," said Perkowski.
"'The biggest obstacle was

W

IO
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figuring our how ro manage business in China."
This was especially difficult, he added, since China didn't
really srarr reaching management in schools until rhe 1 990s.
"I had rhe courage of my convictions and sruck with ir. l had
clone rhe analysis, I felt I knew rhe way China was going ro go
and had a good picture and strategy."
ASIMCO was established in China specifically to serve the
China marker. The firm has l 7 factories in eight provinces,
and 52 sales offices throughout rhe country. Bur since irs
inception, ASIMCO's competitors have multiplied.
"W hile there are a lot of competitors in China, rhe way we
compete is by continuing ro work closely with our cus
tomers . . . and provide them quality products, working with
chem co develop new produces and helping chem co really
improve," said Perkowski. "By being able to offer a broad
range of products for their engines and vehicles, we're able co
differentiate ourselves from all the ocher companies there."
The firm was named one of the "Ten Best Employers in
China," ranking third, in a survey conducted by 1-Iewicc
Associates and 2 1 st Century Business Herald.
"The vision [for ASIMCOJ has always been che
same. We saw an opportunity in the aucomocive
components business, we wanted co create che
best company we could in China chat was global
ly compatible . . . and chat's what we're doing
today," said Perkowski. �
- Kim Sandoval is a student intern in the Office of
Marketing and Comm"nications.

A Walking Tour of Excellence Week, 2008

E

ach year, Eastern Michigan University takes one full
week to recognize all that is good on campus. We call
this "Salute to Excellence Week," and for good reason.
There is much to celebrate among our undergraduate stu
dents, graduate students, faculty, retirees and employees. All
receive well-deserved attention. This year's week was from
March 24-31. If you missed it, here are descriptions of the
events, and plenty of moments captured in photographs.
The line up of events began March 24 with the Graduate
Research Fair, now in its 10th year. Students presented out
standing research and creative projects; oral and/or poster dis
plays of dissertation research, thesis research, independent
student projects, capstone experiences; examples of art and
music, and much more.
March 25 brought the Employee Service Recognition
Breakfast. where retirees and employees of EMU were recog
nized for 10 to 40 years of service. Also that day was the
Student Gold Medallion Awards celebration, which honors
students who have made significant leadership and com
munity service contributions within the Division of Student
Affairs; also recognized were student organizations and
advisers. Categories included student ambassador; advo
cacy; leadership; mentorship; student employee perform
ance; volunteerism; graduate assistant performance and
service delivery.
The Celebration of Faculty Excellence Awards came
March 26, which featured the Ronald W. Collins
Distinguished Faculty Awards. This is the University's
highest recognition for faculty. And for the first time this
year, there was a Faculty Colloquium before the awards
ceremony. During this, faculty members shared their cre
ative and scholarly work.
The next day, March 27, featured the Founders Day
Breakfast/Staff Gold Medallion Awards, recognizing
persons or groups who have made significant, ongoing
contributions to the success of divisional programs,
activities or services. This day also brought the College
of Education Celebration of Excellence, which honors
students from different fields within COE.
Our 2008 Salute to Excellence Week wrapped up, as
it always does, on Friday, March 28, with the
Undergraduate Symposium, in which about 300 stu
dents and 157 faculty sponsors prepared a variety of
presentations, showcasing their best work.
Most events were held in EMU's Student Center.
Excellence Week snapshots. Top: EMU senior
Allison Sachs talks to Hartmut Hott, interim dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, at the
Undergraduate Symposium. Middle: Kathleen
Stacey, director of EMU's Office of Academic
Service-Learning and communication/theatre arts
professor, is co-recipient of the 2008 Ronald W.
Collins Distinguished Faculty Award for Service.
Bottom: Jacob Lundquist, a graduate student in the
Dept. of Health and Human Services, demonstrates
a prosthetic arm at the Graduate Research Fair.
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am I going back now? It's something I
Started and wanced co fi nish."
He'll certainly have che time. After
winning che lottery, Sneath immediately
quit his job as a warehouse driver at a Ford
in
Motor Company pares plane
Brownstown. He plans co get laser eye sur
gery, and may buy a cottage on Muller
Lake in northern Michigan and a fishing
boar or cwo. He even promised co give four
friends $ 1 million each.
"One of my friends cold me co wait
until I calm down before I go making
promises. Bur, I'm a man of my word,"
Sneath said.
Lottery win or not, Sneath said finish
ing his degree has always been in the back
of his mind.
Work, marriage, a family and even a
1 990 auto accident i n which his neck was
shattered and the doctors said he was l ucky

Mega-Millionaire
signs up at EMU
By Ron Podell

Former EMU student
will finish what he
started decades ago
ose m illionaire lottery winners do
one or more of the following: buy
fancy homes and extravagant cars or cake
exotic vacanons.
David Sneath is going back co college.
Snead,, who won the $ 1 3 6 m illion
Mega Millions prize April 1, plans co fin
ish the warehousing major/international
marketing minor he scarred ar Eastern
Michigan University in 1 970, bur was nor
quite able co complete in 1973.
Without hesitation, he rattled off the
courses he needs - finite macl1, marketing
and either arr or music - co complete the
eight credits co earn his bachelor's degree.

M
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Photos by www.domagalskiphotography.com.
courtesy of M,ch,gan Lott,•ry.

"I cold people before the lotto chat I
was com i ng back (co EMU) 1 11
September. Well, che rest is h istory,"
said che Livonia resident who happened
co hie ic big on h i s 60ch birthday. "Why

co be alive, lee alone not end up a quadri
plegic, are all factors chat prevented him
from returning earlier co complete his
bachelor's degree, he said. He said he cried
co rake a class in 1977, bur eventually
dropped ouc.
Sneath attended EMU during che
Vietnam War era, a time when he saw a
number of his friends go off co war. Many
never returned co have an opportunity at
an education and a future.
"I owe chat much co chem," he said.
"I spent a loc of my life there," Sneath
said fondly of EMU. "My first wife was
from EMU. My first girlfriend was from
EMU. I'm coming back."
While he's coming back, Sneath admit
ted he hadn't been near or on campus for
some nme.
"Is rhe water cower still there?" he
asked. o\l
- Ron Podell is editor of Focus EMU.

something back," she said.
Brown-Chappell, a first-generation
college graduate, highly values
education. The importance she
places on education shows not only
in her own professional develop
ment, but also i n the achievements
of her two children: M. Jahi
Chappell, a docroral candidate,
and Aisha E . Chappel l , a math
teacher. With her career dedica
tion to helping ochers, it is not
s urprising Brown-Chappell chose
to establish a planned gift. "I

ultimately want co recruit other
faculty and alumni to make sim
i lar gifts, " she added.

Benefits of a bequest:

Betty Brown-Chappell
Dr. Betty Brown-Chappell is a professor in the School of
Social Work at EMU. Brown-Chappell - whose husband,
Michael J. Chappel l , also is an Eastern alumnus - is com
mitted co giving back co her profession and community.
A winner of EMU's Col lege of Health and Human Services
Everett L. Marshall Excellence in Service Award, she also
feels it is important co give back to EMU by leaving a
legacy gift i n the form of a bequest. "I have seen so few
honor students of color. As faculty, I saw the problem as an
emergency, and believe I owe

• Donor has satisfaction of
making a significant gift to
EMU.
• Donor retains control of
assets during life. This gift
is revocable.
• Donor may receive estate
tax savings.
• Gift is easily accomplished
through a simple addition
to current will or trust.
Eastern Michigan University

FOUNDATION

To help plan your gift, contact Susan Rink at 888.221 .2249 or e-mail susan.rink@emich.edu
Office of Planned Giving • Eastern Michigan University Foundation
1349 S. Huron St. • Ypsilanti1 MI 48 1 9 7
w w w . e m u fo u n d a t i o n . p l a n n e d g i ft s . o r g

Tattoo.

Plenty of students who follow
this popular trend explain wiry
BJ C.hrnifla Jett

arcoo, anyone? Maybe we should
change rhar ro, "Tarroo, everyone'"
Thar's whar ir seems like these days.
Everyone, from students ro young professionals,
are getting ink somewhere on their bodies, and
Eastern Michigan University is no different.
Students bearing mulciple rarroos are every
where. A n d their reasons for getting rhem are
just as d iverse as their rares. Take a look ar
some examples:
Public relacions major La'Porscha Bianca
Piccman, 20, has a rose wich her first initial tac
rooed on her left shoulder blade. Thorns and her
ful l first name sic between che bottom of che rose
and rhe cop of rhe chorns. Her only regrec is nor
having more ratroos - ar lease so far.
Kyla Hurse, 20, a criminal justice major,
bears the Buddhist mantra, "Ohm Mani Padme
Hum," in Sanskrit, beneath her lefc collarbone.
This is one of l l rarrs. This latest one "reminds
me char my screngch comes from wichin and
chat everyching is as J make it." lc's her favorice
ractoo - so far.
Nick Field remembers his facher, Harry
Field, with a cattoo of a facher and son walking
into che sunlight and the initials "HF." Field's
father passed away when Nick, l 9 and a com
munications major, was just 5 years old.
Derek "Scoop" Ogletree, 23, a psychology
major, has three tattoos: a zodiac and initials; a Kyla Hurst shows off her Sanskrit tatoo. whici 1s a Buddhist mantra.
Bible verse, Philippians, which reads, "Only
Goel can judge me;" and a cross with a praying hands overlay.
of their significant others - when chose significant others are
Oglerree's child hood and faith are his motivation.
no longer significant. Artists there also try ro d iscourage stu
Accord ing to ratroo artists at Liquid Swordz in Ypsilanti,
dents from getting neck or face tattoos because it could impede
where many EMU students go for their tattoos, a medium
students' chances to get jobs once they graduate.
sizecl tattoo coses $60 to $80, depending on the level of derail.
Finally, artists at Liquid Swordz refuse to tattoo racial slurs
A large tattoo coses between $ 1 00 and $400. Popular tattoo
or ocher repugnant symbols, such as swastikas - even if char
subjects are burrerfl ies and praying hands. Some students
means they lose che customer. �
bring in designs; ochers just wane a tattoo bur have no idea
what they want.
- CharnikaJett is cm EM U student majoring in journalism. She
The biggest regrets come from chose who tatroo the names
does not have any tattoos.
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with changing his life, in several ways.
Halle moved co Arizona, and Holman
wanted co stay with the company and
move co Arizona, coo. But he was wor
ried a degree from Cleary College would
not hold much weight. So he enrolled at
EMU co try co get a degree before mov
ing co Arizona.

B

Holtnan tal<es
a wall<, finally
S

ome things are always worth
doing. Walking across the stage
co receive your college diploma is
one of them.
At least that's what Bob Holman
thought in April as he - a father,
grandfather and recent retiree marched across the stage at Eastern
Michigan University's Convocation
Center co get the bachelor's degree he
earned 34 years ago, in 1 97 4, as a young
EMU student.
Of course, Holman is not exactly a
strange name here today. He is well
known as a distinguished alumnus,
founder of the Holman Learning Center
at the Bruce T. Halle Library and a gen
erous donor.
But back when he was just a kid, he
was the first college graduate in his fam
ily - and he worked hard just co finish

his education. Originally, he attended
Cleary College, scudying accounting,
while working full time. He graduated
from Cleary and then applied for and got
a factory job in Detroit. He was so excit
ed, he stopped co cell the news co his
friend, who happened co be working at a
Discount Tire score in Ann Arbor.
"He mentioned chat Discount Tire was
looking for someone co do accounting,"
which is what Holman had studied at
Cleary - but was noc any pare of che fac
tory job. "I interviewed and was hired. As
they say, 'Right place at the right time,"'
Holman said. "If I hadn't stopped, my
future would have been - r
The person who had established
Discount Ti re was Bruce T. Halle,
another generous EMU donor, whose
gifts enabled EMU co build its new,
expansive library. Holman credits Halle

y his own admission, he was not
a great student. Having co work
constantly while going co
school didn't leave much time
for extra studying. And work, Holman
did. He went co class in the morning and
then rushed co Ann Arbor co work his
noon - 6 p.m . shift at DiscountTire. He
also worked all day Saturday.
He was so busy getting his degree
before leaving town chat he finished his
courses, cook his lase exam, and jumped
in his car. He missed his own com
mencement.
Bue he prospered with DiscountTire,
eventually becoming che executive vice
president and chief admi niscracive offi
cer of the 700-score chain. And
throughout his earlier years at Discount
Tire, he worked with and admired
Halle. "Mr. Halle became the greatest
influence in my life," Holman said. "He
was so giving. He created you with
respect. I cried co become him. He starr
ed with very Iitcle and became very suc
cessful. He always gave back co the
communities that helped him succeed.
When he donated co Eastern for the
library, I thought, 'What can I do co
give back co Eastern, but more so in
honor of Mr. Halle ?"'
Establishing and funding a learning
center in the lower level of Halle library
was the perfect fit for Holman's determi
nation co "give back" (which he has been
doing ever since). It opened in 1 998. It's
the kind of place, he says, chat will help
what he describes as "the every day stu
dent, not always che smartest, that has co
work hard co succeed, the student chat,
no matter what he does after Eastern,
would affect the world."
In ocher words, a student like
Holman. �
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A Historic Selection
Dr. Susan Martin is EMU's first female president

By Sheryl James

B

ack in the late-1950s, a young
girl named Susan Work attend
ed classes at a one-room school
house in Croswell, a tiny farm
ing community in Michigan's thumb. It
was typical of the schoolhouses that, by
then, were beginning to vanish in the
wake of organized school districts and
I6
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new, low-slung school buildings. le was
small enough for the kids to throw a ball
over, a rime-honored schoolhouse game.
It had cwo outhouses, one for boys, one
for girls, no running water and just one
reacher.
One of about 35 children in kinder
garten through eighth grade, Work was
a good student because she was smart,
bur also because of that one, no-non-

sense, demanding teacher. Mrs. Murray
was her name. She had high standards,
teaching much more than just the three
Rs, recalls Susan Work Marrin today.
"We did plays, monologues, drama
- you name ic. She was unbelievable."
That reacher just happened to be a
graduate of Michigan Scace Normal
School in Ypsilanti, Michigan; she
attended many classes in Welch Hall.

More chan four decades lacer, chac
school is now Eastern Michigan
Universicy, and liccle Susan Work is now
Dr. Susan Marrin. She is going co be in
Welch Hall, coo - as EMU's first
female president.
Ir all was official May L4, when the
EMU Board of Regents unanimously
selected Marcin, 57, as EMU's 22nd
president. Her schoolhouse-co-universi
ty president journey, on the face of it, is
inspirational enough. Ir also places her
in what must be a very small, if not soli
tary, category of sitting university presi
dents who attended one-room school
houses (her ability to drive a tractor by
age l 0, in order to gee ro softball prac
tice, perhaps qualifies her in a similarly
unique category).
Bur chat journey also symbolizes why
Marrin seemed co be rhe right person ar
the right time for EMU. Her breadth of
experience, from shorthand-raking sec
retary ro scare government finance poses
co provost, combines with a down-to
earth manner for a winning combina
tion, says Thomas Sidlik, Board of
Regents chairman.
"She has an engaging personality, and
in a college president, you need someone
who deals with a variety of people high school freshmen, legislators, people
in Washington, community leaders, fac
ulty, administrators, union representa
tives. You need someone with chac
engaging, comfortable personality.
"She also has a Ph.D in accounting
and has shown she knows the numbers
inside and our. I chink she really proved
to che campus community her command
of rhe numbers. She had done her home
work."
As for Martin's abi lity to move EMU
past its recent troubles? ''She knows how
co move forward," Sidlik says. "She's a
great choice. The Board is happy, the
audience of several hundred people is
happy. Here's one EMU got right.''
Board Vice Chairman Roy Wilbanks
('70) agrees. "This is a great day for
Eastern Michigan University. She will be
an outstanding president and I hope char
the entire university community will
now supporr her and her endeavors."

Thar certainly seemed likely May 1 4.
All who mer or listened to Martin
warmed co her - as they did during the
forum held rhe week before. T here was a
discernible sense of excitement and opti
mism all over campus.

O

n char first whirlwind day,
Marrin easily negotiated a busy
schedule on a campus she had
visited just four times. She
began at the 9 a.m., five-minme-long
Regems meeting which made its historic
selection. Next came a press conference,
followed by several interviews with print
and electronic media, followed by a

Michigan University! "
Marrin cakes office July 7 , but she isn't
waiting to gee started. She hopes to get
searches begun for several vice president
positions and, well, read a whole lor. The
liccle schoolhouse girl who once checked
out "entire shelves" of books, and read
one novel a day, has plenty of "materials I
can dig into and get grounded into the
real EMU," she says.
But grandiose plans and new strategic
plans are nor on the radar - and are not
necessary, Marcin i nsists. "Somebody was
asking me about the first 100 days, and I
said, 'No, no, no, we're nor doing char.
We're doing the first thousand days,"'

Dr. Susan Marlin's genuine enthusiasm is clearly evident when she shares her thoughts
about the future of EMU. (Left) Dr. Martin addresses the University community at a wel
comtng reception in her honor.

reception ac EMU's Student Center,
attended by hundreds of faculcy, staff and
students. Smaller, more private meetings
came after chat.
During all of chis, she made cwo sig
nature comments:
"It's raining today, but there are no
dark clouds hanging over Eastern
Michigan University anymore," she
announced to sponcaneous applause at che
press conference.
Lacer, at rhe Scudent Center, she
he Id up an EMU swearsh ire, smiled,
and issued a world-wide invitation:
'' C o m e o n ! J o i n m e at E a s t e r n

Marrin says, with a fresh burst of laugh
ter chat often punctuates her remarks.
"Eastern doesn't need a new vision and 1 8
projects for the first hundred days. We
have a good plan, a big university with a
lot of stuff in morion, and we have a
vision and strategic plan."

I

r's the how-to that needs some help,
and how-to is Martin's strength, she
adds. " I can look at the vision and
say, 'How do you make chat come to
reality?' You wane co be Number One not
only in enrollmem, buc in reputation
among the ocher 1 2," referring to the
I "'"'l'lar I SPRING I SUMMER 2008
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New EMU President. Dr. Susan Martin, chats with Howard Bunsis, president of the EMU
Facultv U111on minutes after the Board of RP.oents r-- " •- 1,;st'"'<' ""le

publil uni, ersities beyond rhe University
of M1chig,tn, Michigan State University
,111d Wa} ne Sran: University.
..
Bur how Jo you really do chat 1 I can
c,1h· th,n and b<: chinking of that and
rl',1d1ng ,mJ looking at ocher examples,
,111d chink, " How does it really come clown
doing and
ro ,1 road map of what we're
.
wh.1r morl' Jo we need to do! Ilow do we
111.,ke chat picrure come alive in five or IO
yc.1r,, and keep chat trajectory going)'"
One of her first how-to goals: EMU

will be Number One in student enroll
ment, after the big three, by increasing
enrollment incrementally over the next
two or three years, and then building on
that base.

A

nother way to i m plement
enrollment increases is co
enhance what is already a
1eal thy international student
enrollment, Martin says. 'There are a lot
of families" overseas "who have the means

From Croswel l, Mich., to EMU

Martin takes office July 7 . Her appoint
ment is for three years at $285,000 per
year. She also will be appointed a rank of
full professor in the College of Business.
Since July 2006, Martin has been
provost and vice-chancellor of academic
affairs at the University of Michigan
Dearbofn. The majority of Martin's higher
education career was at Grand Valley
State University, where she taught and
published as professor of accounting and
taxation. She served as director of the
master of taxation program, director of
international business programs, and chair

I :i
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of the accounting and taxation depart
ment.
In June 2001, Martin joined the
provost's office and served in roles as
assistant, associate and executive associ
ate vice president of academic affairs.
Prior to that, she was deputy state
treasurer for the Bureau of Local
Government Services for Michigan, from
June 1981-June 1 984. She also was the
commissioner of revenue for the state of
Michigan from 1985-1988. Martin was
chair of the State of Michigan Hospital
Finance Authority, originally appointed by

to send their children to an American uni
versity. Thar ' s their dream, and we can be
a very hospitable place for that. We're
right near a major airport, we have a very
accessible faculty, smaller class sizes,
dorms to fi 11."
Martin ·s strength i n budgeting and
finance - she has a Ph.D. in accounting
and considerable experience in state gov
ernment and university management auger well for what she articulates as the
new challenge of 2 1 st-century universi
ties. All of them.
"Public universities in rhe 2 l sr cenru
ry are chaI lenged by fiscal issues they
never had in the past. In this stare, overall,
you look at public universities, the state
support for the general fund budget has
declined from approximately S S to 70
percent, depending on the institution over
the last 20 years, until now, 2 5 to 30 per
cent, which has caused boards and admin
istrations to increase tuition. That has
made i t more challenging for students to
afford college.··
! low ro increase accessibility and
affordability ··means we have to be much
better stewards and managers of our
resources than we ever were in the past. I
chink we have to do more fundraising
than we have in the past. You know,
Easrern's been here since 1 849, and most
alumni live i n Michigan."
That was part of her rationale for a
chuckle-producing antic she pulled at
the press conference, one ripe audience
(TV, radio, prim media), and again for

former Gov. James Blanchard and reap
pointed by Governors John Engler and
Jennifer Granholm.
She also was appointed by Gov.
Granholm to serve as her ex-officio repre
sentative on the Detroit Medical Center
Financial Emergency Task Force in 20032004.
Martin received her Ph.D. from
Michigan State University in 1 988; her
master's degree in accounting from MSU
in 1976; and her bachelor's degree in
Public Speaking from Central Michigan
University in 1971.

-Ron Podell, editor, Focus EMU

another audience, faculty, staff and stu
dents, at the Student Center.
H olding up a dollar b i l l , she
announced the creation of the ''Eastern
Michigan University Excellence Fund.
I'm gong co make a personal pledge of
S l 0,000 to scare ir off. To anyone who is
listening, if you love Eastern, if you care
about Eastern Michigan University . . .
then you cake one dollar, puc it in an
envelope," she said, holding up a dollar
bill and an addressed envelope, "and send
ic co the EMU Excellence Fund, Office of
the President, Welch Hall, Ypsilanci,
48 1 97."
Pausing for a moment, she then added,
raising two more bills, "If you're doing
well, put in another five, or a rwemy, so
we can show the world that people care
and are proud of Eastern Michigan
University'''

M

artin's years growing up on a
500-acre farm and driving
tractors into cown made her
independem. She flourished
throughout school, and was a scar member
of her high school debate ream. That
prompted her bachelor's degree in public
speaking from Central Michigan
University in 1 97 1 . How did she gee from
there co account ing'
"Thar's an easy story," she says. "I
worked in the summer as a bank teller co
put myself through college." After grad
uating, she enrolled ac che University of
Texas ac Austin. Marcin learned if she
worked on campus, she could gee in-scare
(UIC!Oll.
Thar led co a job as secretary for the
microbiology department, "working for
scienciscs," she says. "They were nor very
good ac keeping crack or their fiscal
grams and things, so I jusc scarred doing
char and I found I loved it. So I thought
I'd cake an accounting class. l was the
only woman. J was openly harassed by
rhe inscrnctor and srudenrs. So l decided
I would sec the curve.''
Ser che curve, she did, earning a mas
ter's degree and then Ph.D in accounting
from Michigan Scace University in 1 976
and 1 988. Meanwhile, she was getting the
kind of experience public universities

need today. She was Commissioner of
Revenue for che Scace of Michigan, and
Deputy Scare Treasurer for the Bureau of
Local Government Services.
At Grand Valley Scare University and
more recently ac the Un iversity of
Michigan-Dearborn, she caught courses,
worked on various study-abroad pro
grams, and established a warm, working
relationship with academic insciwtions in
post-Iron Curtain Poland and Ukraine.
She chaired che accou ncing and taxation
department and eventually served several
roles in the Office of the Provost. Among
them: managing the $ 1 54 million budget
for the Academic Affairs Division.
All of chis on-point experience sure
sounded good to EMU's Presidential
Search Committee.
Marrin and her husband, Larry, a pro
fessor of economics at MSU, have raised
three children. She says she was shocked
when she goc "the call" on Saturday, May
1 0, about her selection as EMU president.
Bur she does nor deny she is a "good fir''
for EMU right now.
''I've got a lot of savvy and experience,
for instance, in state government as an
auditor and in higher positions working
with legislation, the appropriation process
and ,virh a scaff in Treasury. So I know
Lansing and I can certainly ramp up to
work there and represent the University.
"In addition co that, I've spent 20 years

in higher education - 24 if you count
being a secretary at MSU and UT Austin,''
she laughs. "So I've done every job except
the groundskeeper and the boiler room. I
really know a lot about universities and I
chink I can hit the ground running.
,. And I'm a pretty strong manager. J' m
very open, but I'm willing co make deci
sions co move things along.
"And I don't have anything co prove. "
Tal k about setting the curve. Still, even
Martin did not quite expect she would be
where she is today - not just a universi
ty president, buc EMU's first female co
hold chis prestigious position.
"Really, it's just been the past couple of
days chat it's sore of culminated, with all
chis emotion on campus. Ir's kind of over
whelming whar an honor ir is co be selecc
ed as rhe first woman president in Eastern
Michigan's history. Thar's 1 5 9 years.
"Ir's not that 1'11 just be a role model
for women, bur also for young men who
scare out without any thought of going co
college, with modest means, and go co a
public universicy like Eascern, scan work
ing and do well, and keep working, and
chen end up as president.
"It's sore of the American dream." �
- SherylJames is a freelance writer from
Brighton. Mith . . cmd interim senior /}llb/ica
tiom editor for EM U·s Office of Marketing
and Com11111nication

Thank you, Dr. Loppnow

The sense of excitement at the appoint
ment of Or. Susan Martin on May 1 4 was
matched by a deep sense of appreciation
for Or. Donald Loppnow, EMU provost and
executive vice president. Loppnow for
months had been serving as interim presi
dent - a role he also filled in 2004.
Board of Regents Chairman Tom Sidlik
thanked Loppnow for his service after
appointing Martin at the May 1 4 meeting.
"Loppnow did a brilliant job the last nine
months," Sidlik said later, "and Dr. Martin
is inheriting a campus that is much
improved over last year."
Loppnow is credited specifically with
helping to improve campus safety pro
grams; introducing EMU's "Education

First" brand campaign; launching a doc
toral program in educational studies to
help Michigan address a nursing short
age crisis; and making a five-year com
mitment to a business incubator project in
downtown Ypsilanti to spur economic
development.
Board Vice Chairman Roy Wilbanks
also thanked Loppnow for his service. At
the Student Center, Loppnow presented
Martin with a canvas EMU bag full of
EMU gifts. " I hope you'll join me in my
joy" at her appointment, he joked, as he
lifted the bag to the podium.
The audience laughed warmly, as if to
say:
"Thank you, D r. Loppnow."
I .,,·1 11plar I SPRING I SUMMER 2008
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Two Historic Gifts, One Dream:

A Better E U
2008 is ayear to remember at Eastern Michigan University

By Brenda Ortega
Eastern l'vlichigan Unit'ersity has received tl/'o
of its largest gifts eve1: Dem McC/ory. a former
EMU track athlete and one of E/\I U's most
involved and generoNs alNmni. hm set a neu·
standardfor gifts to EJ\I Us athletic J1rogra111s.
His $ 1 111illio11 gift ll'ilf benefit EMU for
years and mNsecl a /JNrl) of excite111ent on cc1111j111s. Meaml'hi!e. a u ·o111an nc1111edJean oble
Parsons. throNgh her estate. beq111:athed to
EMU a gift ofabout $2.2 million for exciting
ttCddemir jlm'Sllits. Beloll' cm the stories behind
both of these historic gifts.

W

hen they signed on as
rrofessors ac Eastern
University,
Michigan
they did not see these
tasks in their job descrircions. Yet over
che past seven years, certain Eastern
Michigan University faculty members
have found themselves painting houses,
repairing roofs, clearing brush, learning
zoning and land-use codes, even fixing an

Jean Parsons

Dan McClory

ailing septic system .
"Some of it was housework, some of it
was Boy Scour work, but it didn't fie the
traditional mold," psychology professor
Ken Rusiniak said.
Their our-of-the-box efforrs paid off
:.W
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spectacularly early this year in a $2.2
million gift to the University from the
trust of renowned sculptor and potter
Jean Noble Parsons, who died in 2000.
The estate gift is the largest of its kind in
the history of EMU.
And in a second nod ro EMU quality,
another historic gift followed on ics
heels, when alumnus Dan McClory ('81,
'82) announced he would give S l m illion
over five years to support che men's and
women's crack and field and cross coun
try programs, the largest commitment
ever received by EMU's athleric depart
ment.
"These gifts speak to the quality edu
cation and personal relationships that our
students build ac Eastern Michigan
University," said Donald M. Loppnow,
provost and executive vice president.
"These gifts will help us continue to

build even more outstanding experiences
for our students."
The Parsons gift is unique: 86 acres of
wooded land nearTraverse City, valued at
$489,000, and $ l . 7 5 million to establish
a learning center in Parsons' name at che
sire. Parsons' trustees solicited proposals
for the property from Michigan universi
ties shortly after her <leach.
EMU's plan won arproval in 200 l .
That began the roll-up-the-sleeves work
of proving it could be done, said
Professor Tom Venner - then head of
EMU's art department and now clean of
the College of Arcs and Sciences (read his
profile in the fall 2008 issue). He coAbove· EMU Professor Tom Venner
rnnounces the Parsons gift at an enthusi
astic press conference. The $2 2 mil hon
gift is the largest 111 EMU's history

EMU alumnus and donor Dan McClory presents his historic g ift Left to right McClory ('81 '82) Dr Donald Loppnow, provost and eKec
utive vice president; Regt.ntTom S1dl ik; Derr ck Gragg, director of intercolleg1 te athletics, Regent James Stapleton, and Bob Parks ('51 ),
former men's track coach.

wrote the proposal with Dr. Rusiniak said. "There was a loc chat had ro be municy outreach, site planning and
design, and program development.
and Dr. Bob Neely, associate provost and done."
Parsons believed there is a connection
Ac the same cime, EMU's Continuing
associate vice president for research. The
cruse provided $ 100,000 and seven years Education program in Traverse City becween people's inceraccions wich
co demonstrate progress in bringing che began offering classes in biology, art and nacure and their mental healch and artis
psychology chat uci I ized che property. cic creacivicy, said Ralph Munch, a senior
written ideas co life.
Parsons was slowed by illness and The Parsons Board also conducced com- cruse officer wich Huntington Bank m
injury in her final years, so her property
on the edge of Bellows Lake near che vil
lage of Lake Ann required extensive
cleanup and repairs, Venner said. A
EMU will use a historic, $2.2 million estate g ift to esta blish the Jean Noble
Parsons Board of Governors was formed
Parsons
Center for the Study of Art and Science on 86 wooded acres near
co coor<linace che project, wich represen
Traverse
City and Interlachen. Programming for the center will maintain the
tatives from che Deparcmencs of Arc,
natural
state
of the land and will be designed to foster interdisciplinary
Psychology, Biology and Continuing
exchanges
between
a rtists and scientists.
E<lucacion.
The sice includes a house, studio and
According to her estate trust, Parsons outlined five activities to be accom
kiln shed. In addition co the painting,
plished with the money:
roofing and septic system work, faculty
• esta blishment of a research center and wildlife sanctuary;
members had a dilapidated hunting
• an i ntegrated artistic and scientific program for graduate students ;
lodge corn clown, repaired che home's
• use of the dwelling and property for intellectual discussion by
kitchen, replaced appliances, rore ouc
researchers, p rofessors and scientists;
empty pheasant and peacock coops and
• nature walks for observation and identification of flora and fauna;
built nature trails. Some faculty mem
• public seminars on a range of artistic, environmental and spiritual topics.
bers' spouses and children even pitched
For more information, visit the cen ter's web site at
in co help.
www.ce.emich.edu/parsons/
"We cleared ouc hundreds of pounds
of scuff from the studio alone," Venner

The Vision of Jean Noble Parsons
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" I think the possibilities are end
less," Neely said.
Parsons had no formal connection
co EMU. A Fulbright Scholar in
1 958, she was a charcer faculty
member of the Incerlochen Arcs
Academy and served as chairman of
the Visual Arts Division. The cruse
was transferred to che University on
the eighth anniversary of her death,
Jan. 18.
A runner sets the pace

Traverse City and a Parsons cruscee. Thus,
she left behind a vision of interdiscipli
nary cooperacion for the University that
would cake ownership of her property.
"She saw chis connection in herself, so
she was ahead of che curve in chat
regard," Munch said. "In the grand
scheme, she wanted a place where folks
from the arcs and sciences could gee
together and hypothesize about how che
mind and nature and che creative
processes all work roger her."
The possibilities are exciting for inte
grating research and reaching across dis
ciplines, even if the details haven't been
worked our yec, Venner said. Preliminary
ideas include establishing an artist- and
scholar-in-residence program using
Parsons' home on che edge o( a private
lake as living quarters, and developing
courses chat explore connections, such as
arc therapy.
"[e's a preccy unusual thing ro be
given chis kind of opportunity, in terms
of property and financial support, co look
at ways of merging biology, arc and psy
chology,"' Venner said. "I have a feeling if
we do chis right, it's going co be one of
che University's jewels.··
ln the meantime, the labor of the past
several years already has fostered dia:!:!
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logue between departments, as faculty
camped our on the property. For exam
ple, Venner said, the process of building
nature trails required science and arc pro
fessors co collaborace on carving che most
scientifically incerescing and arcistically
aeschecic paths through the property.
And just bringing people together in
a beautiful, low-pressure setting creates a
chink-rank atmosphere, Rusiniak added.
" J r's very different from a cradicional
classroom environment. Something hap
pens when you put people around a
campfire and they're cooking hoc dogs.
They just scare ralking."
Eventually, the property will include
buildings for classrooms, housing and
dining halls on about five acres.
Sunsrrucrures Architects of Ann Arbor
was hired to design a sustainable site
plan. The remainder of the land will
remain in irs natural state for public
nature walks and for study.
The property features a variety of ter
rains, small screams, a private lake and
wetlands, said Neely, who was head of the
biology department when he helped write
EMU's winning proposal. Because che
University concrols the land in perpetuity,
scientists will be able to conduce and con
trol long-range srudies on micro-organ
isms, migratory birds, and planes, he said.

In February, University officials
announced another history-making
gift with McClory's five-year, S l
million pledge co the athletic
department.
Now managing director of
Hunter Wise Financial Group, LLC,
in Irvine, Calif., McClory said he
was moved co give back co EMU as
a "difference maker" in his life.
McClory was a promising achlece at
Royal Oak Dondero High School, bur he
was nor heavily recruited by ocher univer
sities, he said. Ac EMU, he was a men's
indoor and outdoor crack letter winner
and a three-time captain and four-year let
ter winner of che school's cross country
ream, thanks co what he calls the pro
gram"s '"elite bur not elitist" philosophy.
"I chink it goes back to the discipline,
che regimen, the training," he said.
"Eastern is able co cake mid-level (athletes)
like me and train chem co compete success
fully with very accomplished national-class
achleces. le reaches you a lot about how to
persist - not just to survive, but to thrive.
Jr's something unique and extraordinary."
The Eastern crack program has sent
competitors co every summer Olympics
since 1 960, bur its goal is even bigger
than creating national or world champi
ons, said Dr. Derrick Gragg, EMU direc
tor of intercollegiate athletics.

Above EMU students from severa depart·
m£>nts havP. been al.Jle to do rP.search at the
Parsons property 111 northern Michigan.
Above rigrt Dan McClory, alumnus and
clonor, speaks at a banquet helcl in his
honor.

"Our mission is to guide, sup
port and inspire our scudenc-ach
leces in their pursuit of excellence
academically, achlecically and
socially, and this gift allows us to do
just chat," Gragg said. "This con
nection char one of our former stu
dent athletes has co his alma macer
and the crack and field/cross-coun
try program is a cescament co what
an EMU degree can help one
accomplish."
McClory recalls particularly gru
eling workoucs under legendary for
mer men's crack coach Bob Parks
('5 1 ), one-and two-mile repeats in
freezing winter weather through
the hilliest pares of campus.
"Anything I have co do in life is
never going co be as hard as doing
chose repeats," he said. "Ir gives you
chis no-fear accicude. Raising a mil
lion dollars? Thar's a piece of cake. Just
don·c make me run chose repeats agai n."

M

cClory's fears have been raised
in recent years, however, as
financial pressures have forced
some Mid-American Conference universi
ties co drop their men's crack programs.

He wanted co make sure EMU's program
would continue as strong as ever.
··r owe Eastern a cremendous debt of
grat itude," he said. "Jr's been a pare of me
for more than 25 years. With the chal
lenges facing the Un iversity today, and
che state of Michigan in general, some
thing like chis is very much called for."

B u i l d i n g a Fund for Champi ons

The five-year, $1 million gift from Dan McClory ('81, '82) will help to build a
Championship Fund for EMU's track and field and cross-country programs.
The goal is to create a budget that raises the funding level of EMU's national
ly competitive and tradition-rich program, while also enhancing the facilities
that support coaches and team members.

Accordingly, the bulk of the money will be placed in an endowment for
incremental operating budget support to fund:
• travel-related expenses for attending high-profile and cha mpionship
events across the country;
• recruitment efforts, including coaches' travel to visit high-caliber ath
letes and allowing many more quality athletes to visit EMU's campus;
• and the best competition and training equipment and apparel for all
members of the men's and women's teams.
In addition, planned facility enhancements include enhanced coaches'
offices, a recently completed athlete/alumni lounge in Bowen Field House, a
Hall of Honor to display championship and Olympic memorabilia, and dedicat
ed men's and women's locker rooms.
- For more information about athletic department fundraising, contact Craig
Fink, associate athletic director, at 734.487.8236, or cfink@emich.edu.

He hopes his pledge is just the begin
ning of contributions co come, referring to
i c as a " leadership gift." McClory is work
ing with a group of ocher crack and
field/cross-country alumni volunteers
striving co raise an additional $ 1 million
to $4 million for the reams.
"If ic stopped here, I'd be exrremely
disappointed, but char won't happen,"
McClory said. "There are a lot of ocher
Dan McClorys out there, and they'll be
stepping forward."
In March, nearly 300 former EMU
crack and field/cross-country ach leces and
friends gathered co celebrate McClory's
gift in the largest-ever such reunion, said
Craig Fink, EMU associate athletic direc
tor. "The response we've gotten is char
people have been very inspired by Dan's
gift,·• Fink said.
McClory earned a bachelor's degree in
English language in 1 98 1 and a ma.seer's
degree in language and international trade
in 1 982. For the past decade, be has pro
vided U .S.-European-Asian corporate
fi nance and advisory services. He lives i n
iguel, Calif., with his wife,
Laguna
Florentina, also an EMU graduate. The
couple has three children. li,i

- Brende1 Ortege1 is e1 regNle1r contrib"tor
to Exemplar 111agazine.
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Got Ethos?

College of Business shines a weeklonq spotlight on ethics
By Rebecca Kavanagh
ee 's say a friend drops by wirh
a fresh I y-baked batch
. of
L
your favorite cookies. You
eagerly reach for one, bur
when you cake a big bite, your
first impulse is co spic ic our.
Your friend is watching expec
tancly for your reaction to her
kind deed. Do you:
A, Tell her the cookies are deli
cious)
B. Confess chat rhe cookies are oversalted
and underbaked?
C. Say char it was so nice of her to chink of you?
ewly i nducted members of Eastern Michigan University's
Echos Honor Society would know that the ethical answer is C ,
because A i s dishonest, B i s hurtful, and C i s both compassion
ate and true.
Roughly 400 students, faculty members and representatives
from che business community learned chis and more on March
L 4 <luring che culmi nation of rhe second annual Erhos Week
presented by EMU's College of Business.
After a live-radio kickoff by WJR AM 760's Paul W.
Smith and a week's worth of rhoughr-provoking lectures by

seasoned professionals, Ethos Week
concluded with a celebratory lunch
eon, where the keynote speaker was
none other than The Ethics Guy,
Busi ness Week.com
column ise
Bruce Weinstein. Author and edicor
of five books on ethics - including che
most recent Life Principles: Feeling Gond hy
Doing Good - Weinstein is the expert
source often called on by TV news pro
grams such as "Good Morning America"
for ethical analysis of current events.
Weinstein's energetic and engaging
presentation was rhe ideal finale co a
successful week full of fascinat ing
speakers, says Ethos Week student
com m i t tee member Rebecca Clark de
Castillo. " J c was extremely beneficial for students co hear how
what we're learning i n the classroom applies co the real-world
business setting," says Clark de Castillo. "The stories cold by
these exceptional businesspeople have armed us with knowl
edge co draw on when we're faced wich che same sores of sir
uarions after graduation . "
The master's candidate says char attendance rhcoughour
the week was steady, with audiences ranging from 50 co 70
people ar each of the six sessions.
Good teaching

In 2000, local entrepreneurs and longtime EMU supporters
Jeanne and Ernest Merlanti established rhe Merlanti Ethics
Program wirh a vision of encouraging all students and faculty
co uphold rhe highest ethical standards.
"While every business school across rhe country has an
ethics course as pare of students' requi red curriculum, it's usu
ally a one-shoe deal," says Dr. David Mielke, dean of che
College of Business. "We made the decision co integrate ethics
College of Business Dean David Mielke, right, joined
WJR's Paul W. Smith at Ethos Week. Smith broadcast his
show on site.

:H
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C . O . B . Ethos Statement

When the College of Business faculty developed its Ethos Statement
in 2006, it was the first of its kind in the nation. The statement is
attached to each syllabus to ensure that ethics are taken into consid
eration in every class. It fosters ethos through six interrelated values:
integriy, honesty, trustworthiness, respect, learning and work ethic.
Visit: emich.edu/public/cob/ethics/ethos.html

"Our students come from a ll d ifferent backgrounds with
different secs of values," says M ielke. "The challenge for us is
ro make chem understand the importance of ethical behavior
and how ir relaces co their profession and their fucure in the
business world. Ethos Week goes a long way coward achiev
ing char goa l . "
Joseph Venuco agrees. A s co-president of che Dean's Board
of Scudent Advisors (along wich Rebecca Clark de Casci l lo),
Venuco had a major role in organizing Echos Week. He hoped
Author and busi ness ethics expert Bruce Weinstein
addresses the attendees of EM U's second Ethos Week.
inro every course co enhance che professional development of
our students. So, for example, in an accounting course, you'd
have a module on echics in accounting."
What's more, every class syl labus incl udes che official
College of Business Echos Sraremenc. This emphasis blos
somed into Echos Week in March 2007, which marked the
first rime che school sec aside an entire week co focus on rhe
ethical issues scudencs might face in che business world.

T

1is year's Ethos Week was sponsored by che Merlantis,
with support from several ocher organizacions and indi
viduals. Jc was promoted across rhe region
. - including
billboards alongside some of metro Decroic's busiest
expressways. Bue EMU scudents were the main carger audience.

Ethos Week Highlights

It all kicked off when Paul W. Smith broadcast his morning radio
show on WJR AM 760 from the College of Business, followed by
the unveiling and initial signing of the 1 2-foot 2008 Ethos Banner.
Everyone was invited to continue signing the banner throughout
the week. After that, participants in Ethos Week got a full menu of
ethics. Some highlights are:
"Honesty Is the Only Policy" by John Bailey, a public relations
professional often referred to as Mr. Ethics; "Ethics and IT: Will It
Cost You or Your Employer Your Job?" by Dr. Robert H. Holland,
CEO of four organizations and EMU department chair; "Dark
Secrets and Ugly Truths: When an Attorney's Ethos and Client
Confidentiality Collide" by Donald Campbell, attorney for Collins,
Einhorn, Farrell & Ulanoff and adjunct professor of law at the
University of Detroit Mercy and a recent appointee to the State
Bar of Michigan's Ethics Committee; and "Lie, Cheat and Steal
Your Way to Success! What Would the World Be Like Without
Ethics?" by Dr. Bruce Weinstein, professional ethicist, author and
BusinessWeek.com columnist. His presentation took place at a
luncheon and was followed by the induction of all present into the
Ethos Honor Society.

Bruce Wei n stein's Five
Life Princi pals
"These principles reveal the secret to living a rich, satisfying and
happy life, and we have known about them for more than 5,000
years," says professional ethicist Bruce Weinstein, who delivered
the keynote address at this year's Ethos Week luncheon. "Every
religious tradition in the world teaches them, as do parents in every
country. Without them, civilization would be impossible because
there would be nothing but chaos everywhere."
.,..
.,..
.,...
.,..
.,..

Do no harm
Make things better
Respect others
Be fair
Be compassionate

Visit www.theethicsguy.com for more information.
the event succeeded in helping students rune into their inter
nal ethical yardsticks.
''People say busi ness is di rty and rough, and ic is," says
Venuco, a communications senior who has run a spores col
leccibles busi ness since he was IO years old. "Just like getting
hie in football is pare of che game, dealing with unethical busi
nesspeople is co be expected. You have co deal wich chem
accord ingly - and maybe nor deal wich chem at al l , even i f
char means you'll lose money."
Venuto is on che same page wirh Ethics Guy Bruce
\'v'einscein, who says, "Recenr scandals in the news show the
risks we cake when we neglect our principles: public h u m i l 
iation, shame, a n d in some cases, a lengthy v i s i t c o prison.
Bue the main reason for caking ech ics serious I y is nor the
dangers of fai l ing co do so, but rather because it's che right
thing co do. " �

- Reberca Kavanagh is c1 /reelance u ' riter from Fcm11ington Hills,

Mich.
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Four De grees Higher
/�MU adds nation sfirst special education master s degreefor autism
spectrum disorders, three 01 l1er new degree programs

By Kim S,u1doval
s che world grows and changes, EMU is grow
ing and changing ro answer new needs and
concerns. Recently, che following new degree
programs have been approved ac EMU.

A

Master of Arts Degree in Autism Spectrum
Disorders

The number of children diagnosed with autism is
i ncreasing at a frightening race. At the same rime,
there is a shortage of special education faculty who
have specialized in this area. To help remedy chis
imbalance, EMU has created a new master's degree
program focused on aurism spectrum disorders
(ASD).
EMU is currently the first university to offer che
new degree.

" I n a recent report from the Centers for Disease
Control, one our of every 1 50 children is diagnosed
with autism spectrum disorder," said Sally Burton
Hoyle, assistant professor of special education at
EMU. "And over 1 ,000 reaching positions went
unfilled in the area of special education and in the
area of autism. There's a shortage of people who have
the certification and knowledge of working with chil
dren and adults with autism."
People can obtain certification in every area of
special education ac EMU except for autism, she
added. "Everyone was anxious co have that happen."
The 39-hour degree program is designed to pre
pare highly quaI ified special education teachers and
allied professionals that meet the needs of pre-K- l 2
students with ASD and their families.
"People are at a loss for what co do with kids who
have autism spectrum disorder or other cognitive
issues, so this degree will make chem more mar
ketable," said Burton-Hoyle.
The master's of arcs degree consists of
a l 2-credic core, a nine-credit research
component and an 18-credit concentra
tion in autism speccrum disorders.
"Ir is anticipated that chis program
will admit its first 20 graduate stu
dents in rhe 2008-09 academic year,"
said Burton-Hoyle.

Ph.D. in Educational Studies with a
Concentration in Nursing
Education or Urban Education

Identifying an increasing demand for
more trained nursing faculry, EMU's
College of Education and School of
Nursing are launching a new doctoral
program in nursing to prepare more
Pamela Lemerand, on the right.
shows intervention techniques for
working with children with autism
to EMU graduate student Emily
Teneyck. Lemerand is a professor of
occupational therapy.
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nurses co reach. Currently, 70 percent of one will have one like ours."
Each of the cwo concentra
nursing programs in Michigan have diffi
culty filling faculty positions. There are tions includes 24 credits
more than 40 unfilled faculty
positions ar Michigan higher
educarion insrirurions char
offer nursing programs.
and is focused
Acid ro char an
on teaching learning
aging nursing faculty
assessment and
pool, and rhe prob
leadership i n nurs
lem is even worse,
ing higher educa
said Naomi Ervin,
tion. Upon compledean of rhe School of
tion of che education
Nursing. "We don't
and research core, a
have enough programs, we
coral of 1 8 credits, stu
don't have enough people,
dents i n the program can
and we don't have enough money
choose from rhe rwo concentrations.
co support doccorare students. And we're
For every one of EMU's Ph.D nurse
not turning them out fast enough," she
said. "T he shortage of nursing faculty is . . . educators hired, schools chroughour
one of the factors prohibiting us from Michigan will be able co admit 20-25
accepting qualified nursing students." At additional undergraduate students or LO
EMU alone, about 190 qualified appli l 5 adclirional graduate nursing scudencs.
cants have been denied admission annual
Bachelor's Degree in International
ly for the last five years.
Affairs
Discussions for rhe program started
In January, EMU's Board of Regents
about four years ago, according ro Barbara
Scheffer ('0 1 ), professor of the School of approved a new interdisciplinary bache
lor's degree in international affairs. "The
Nursing.
"We're optimistic the program will degree will be valuable because it will be
start August 2009," said Donald Bennion, recognized by potential employers and
said Richard
department head in the College of graduate programs,
Education. "We've already spent more than Scahler-Sholk, associate professor of che
three years purring the program together. Department of Policical Science.
The faculty are outstanding both in nurs According co survey research by che
ing and i n the College of Education, and National Association of International
we've had several people from other univer Educacors, chere is a strong consensus on
rhe need for i nternarional eelucarion.
sities who have been supportive of ir."
The Ph.D. in educational studies with EMU needs to meet chis demand.
either a concentration in nursing educa Scahler-Sholk said discussions about an
tion or urban education will help build a inrernarional affairs degree at EMU
highly-qualified, diverse nursing work began in 2006.
"Many Michigan universities do
force that will enhance Michigan's health
offer
something Ii ke an i nternational
care, Scheffer said.
affairs
degree. J n order co compete wich
"Our doctoral program is focused on
ocher
universities,
we need to offer rhe
helping nurse educarors become compe
laresr
and
most
relevant
curriculum as
tent in designing curriculums co recruit
we!
I
.
"
Scah
ler-Sholk
added
char the
and retain minority sruclents. This doesn't
department
hopes
the
program
will
exist in rhe U.S. We have a very unique
scare
in
fall
2008.
The
degree
rakes
slant on our doctoral program and it firs
well with the urban education focus of the advantage of pre-existing courses
College of Education," said Ervin. "We housed in the policical science depart
know of about six schools with similar ment and offers two cognate options
programs for nursing education. Bue no mealing 54-64 credit hours. One cog-

nare is focused on for
eign language proficiency
and the second cognate allows
srudencs to select from cwo disci
plines in history, economics, anchropol
ogy, geography and foreign language.
"Ir's open co everyone. We wane co
reach our beyond political science majors
and co do char we're offering an introduc
tory course in the fall called 'Global
Issues.· Ic's designed co expose students
co a global way of thinking," said
Scahler-Sholk.

Master of Arts Degree in English
Studies for Teachers

The EMU Board of Regents has
approved a new master's of arcs degree pro
gram focusing on English studies for
English teachers. "The program is going co
be in che English deparrmenc and is going
co help teachers chink about how co
improve their teaching," said Cathy
Fleischer, EMU professor of English.
The 30-credit hour program is sched
uled rn begin in fall 2008. The program
targets people who are English teachers
and have had ac lease two years of experi
ence. "In terms of career path, ic can help
them learn how co srudy their classroom
and make changes in their classrooms,"
said Fleischer.
Ocher related career progressions
include language arcs coordinaror or cur
riculum coordination, and those working
cowards a Ph.D.
"One course requires a yearlong teacher
research course where chey idencify issues
in their classrooms. They write a culminat
ing project based on char," said Fleischer.
"Being a reacher is a lifelong scudy . . .
and chis master's program firs chat as one
more level for teachers in continuing edu
cation on how to tectch. lt helps you become
pare of a professional community of ocher
teachers so you can work wich ocher people
and think cogecher on how co reach
English during this rime, which isn't an
easy rime for English teachers," added
Fleischer. Iii

- Kim Sandovct! is ctn EMU student
intern in the Mctrketing cmd Publications office.
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Renovation
to
The Road
o
f

Ejfo,ts b_y EM U's Office G011c1w11e11t Re/atio11s help
pince Pm_y-Harrolrf rmo1 1ntio11, n11rl EMU itself, higher 011
the state fu11rli11g priority list

By Brenda Ortega
sk Mark Higbee, history professor ar Eastern M ichigan
University, why the 40-year-old Pray-Harrold classroom
building needs renovating, and he's likely co wax poetic:
Ah, let us count the ways.
There's the hearing and cooling system operating in reverse,
freezing in winter, boiling in summer. There's the poor handi
capped access. The uncarpered lecture halls act as echo chambers.
And don't forger rhe overcrowding in smaller classrooms which feature a stage for rhe professor ro stand on, amounting ro
wasted space, he said.
"Those stages were built 40 years ago, reflecting what is now
a discredited model of education," Higbee said. "Thar's where rhe
professor is considered closer co Goel than rhe students, and he
stands up there and pontificates as students passively receive ir."
Just rry ro move rhe ancient clesks-wirh-attachecl-chairs into a
circle for student collaboration, when 50 people are crammed in

A
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the space, he said. Adel ro char rhe unchangeable thermostat,
reaching 80 degrees in warm weather, and it's nor the best educa
tional environment, he stressed.
'Tve had many cases where students are actually pouring swear
down rheir bodies," said H igbee, whose departmental office also
is located in the building. "I can't emphasize ir roo much. A year
or so ago, l had a student in class who was far along in her preg
nancy. She just couldn't cake it and left."
Soon - finally - his wishes for a new and improved Pray
Harrold may be fulfilled.
After ranking dead last in scare capital funding among
Michigan's universities for I 2 years, EMU has a shoe at being a
real priority. Pray-Harrold renovations sir near rhe top of rhe list
of projects in Gov. Jennifer Granholm's recommended $600 mil
lion capital outlay budget.
Thar reversal in fortunes was aided by EMU's Office of
Government Relations and S pecial Projects, along with its newly
formed EMU Caucus, an advocacy group of alumni, staff, faculty
and students.
Pray-Harrold has been the top priority ofgovernment relations
staff since Freman Hendrix ('82) was capped ro head the depart
ment in 2006, said Don Hazaerr, assistant director. The seven
srory classroom building is rhe largest on campus and among rhe

most heavily used in che scare, with 1 0,000 students a clay caking
classes there, Hazaerc said.
University officials had sought scare money co renovate it every
year since l 999, and che answer was always, "no." In face, EMU
is che only one among 1 5 public universities co receive zero con
scruccion dollars from che scare since l 996.
When Alumni Association President Jerry Gemignani ('94)
heard char scaciscic, he jumped ac che chance co join the EMU
Caucus, che government relations office's lacesc political leverag
ing cool, pulled together lase year. The group's 300 members
receive electronic alerts when their voices are needed co send a key
message co lawmakers.

traight off, Gemignani - a political science graduate agreed co attend a cocktail reception with Gov.
Granholm, where he approached her and spoke
one-on-one about che i mportance of Pray-Harrold, he
said.
"She looked me scraighc in che eye and said, ' ]
understand Eastern Michigan hasn"c received i t s fair
share, and we're going co do something about ic,"'
said Gemignani.
ow the goal is co ensure lawmakers retain che tra
ditional capital projects funding ratio of 75 percent
scare money, 2 5 percent University money, Hazaerc said.
"Everyone assures us char whatever variation of the
ouclay budget is approved, EMU will be on the list,"
Hazaerc said. "Our only caveat is chat we expect the scare
co maintain ics 75 percent commitment. There has been
some talk char che legislature should reduce the state's share
of each project and allow all universities co gee a share."

S

electrical upgrades needed co support 2 1 st-century technology,
modernized classrooms and audicoriums fitted wich multimedia
equipment, new furniture and a new hearing and cooling system.
The scope of the project will depend upon the level of scare
fu nding, said John Donegan, EMU's associate vice president for
facilities. With the full amount, a planned addition would be
built, allowing for larger leccure halls and common areas where
students and faculty could congregate.
To continue pressing for the project's funding, EMU Caucus
members were invited co accend EMU Day ac the scare capitol
May 14, where delegations of students, alumni, faculty and scaff
mer wich lawmakers all day. Discussions of che higher education
budget also ensued, Hazaerc said.
As Gemignani pointed our, ic never hurts co remind lawmak
ers char a significant percentage of EMU alumni seccle in souch
eascern Michigan after graduation.
"Jr's clear co see that if alumni are active and chey voce,
they can have a tremendous impact on Eascern's relation
ship with L'lnsing," Gemignani said.
Those interested in joining the c au cu s c a n
register online ac emich.edu/govrelacions. li.i

- Brenda Ortega of S/1ring Arbor is a reg11/ar
contribl(tor to Exemplar magazine.

Gov. Jennifer Granholm Freman Hendrix Jnd GNald Gem1gna111

Granholm's proposal follows che 75-25 formula, under which
Pray-Harrold would receive S44 million coward che $57 million
project. EMU already has its portion of che cost, since a four per
cent tuition increase in 2005 was dedicated co capital improve
ments.
If scare Rep. Alma Wheeler Smith, D-Ypsilanti, has her way,
Pray-Harrold will be fully funded and renovations under way
within a year. Rep. Smid, sirs on che House Appropriations
Commiccee char approves spending plans for action by che full
House.
"Pray-Harrold absolutely is one of che cop projects on che list,"
Rep. Smirh said. "Jr's long overdue, and ic needs ro go forward."
Among ocher things, the renovation plans call for scruccural and
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A National Treasure
Portrait of Rodney Slater, EMU alumnus and former U. S. Secretary of
Transportation, is dedicated in Washington, D. C.

R

odney Slater called the events
in Washington, D.C., on Feb.
25, 2008, one of those
.
"mountaintop experiences .
in his life. It was also a hiscoric moment
for Eastern Michigan University.
On that day, a portrait of Slater ('77),
former U.S. Secretary ofTransportation
and one of EMU's most visible and
:!U b,·111plar I SPRING I SUMMER 2008

respeeted alumni, was unveiled and
mounted in the department's headquar
ters. The unveiling took place during a
ceremony attended by several hundred
people, including Slater's family, U.S.
legislators, cabinet members, U.S.
ambassadors � and a few EMU folks, as
well.
"It will be my esteemed honor co have

my likeness join the corridor of portraits
of my distinguished predecessors, who
served this nation and the department
with dedication, honor and resolve," said
Slater, who served as transportation sec
retary for President Bill Clincon between
1 997 and 200 1 . " . . . We committed our
selves co leading che way to cransporra
tion excellence in the 21st century. And

many, many of our accomplishments
have been noted . . . . Our work was truly a
joy, and nor a job."
In her remarks, c urrent U . S .
Secretary o f Transportation Mary Peters
said Slater had " indeed left a legacy. . . .
He created new opporcunicies for U.S.
air carriers by negotiating dozens of
open skies agreements with ocher gov
ernments, creating more opporcun1c1es
for Americans co travel and trade
around the world . "
Peters went o n to credit Slater w i t h
helping to pass legislation t o reform the
nae ion's "air transportation i nfrastruc
cu re" and setting up a program to
encourage young pub! ic servants to pur
sue careers in transportation.
Slater's distinguished accomplish
ments began at EMU, when he was a
top scholar-athlete and captain of
EMU's football ream and a member of
EMU's
1 977 National Forensics
Association championship ream. He
received EMU's Ou cscand i ng Young
A l u m nus Award in 1 98 8 ; the Black
A l u m n i Achievement Award in 1996;
and an honorary doctorate in L 996.
Slater also is chair of EMU's upcoming,
comprehensive fu ndraising campaign.
Slater, an attorney, is now at Patton
Boggs Attorneys at Law i n Was h i ngton,
D.C.
"This was truly a powerful event i n
so many ways," said Dennis Beagen
('66) head of EMU's Department of
Com m u n ication and Theatre A rcs.
Beagen said he discovered, co his sur
prise, char one of the event's coordina
tors was another alum, Bunmi Shofu
('85), and she helped mount che Slater
portrait on the wall following the cereLeft: Rodney Slater unveils his portrait at a
Washington, D.C., ceremony.Top right:
Slater addresses the audience. Bottom
right: Slater greets the several hundred
people who attended the ceremony.

Photos courtesy of the U.S. Department of
Transportation.

mony. "It was quire something co see
the portraits of the former Secretaries
ofTransporcacion, knowing chat one of
these is an EMU alum," Beagen said.

P

resident Cl inton could not
a t t e n d t h e Was h i ng co n ,
D.C., event, buc caped a spe
cial message, which played
during the ceremony. "When future
generations of Americans see chis por
trait," he said, "chey will see a great
public servant and a profoundly good
man." Clinton added chat the portrait
would remind people of che "potential
chat lies within the heart and spirit of
every child chat grows up today in the
Mississippi Delea, where you did . . . and
all children, who still could make more
of l i fe's chances, if they just had chem. I
thank you for continuing co give chose
chances co people and for always, always
doing the right thing."

m i n isters and evangelises; working as
caregivers, teachers, professors, pri nci
pals, correction officers, soldiers, lawyers;
working as state senacors - three among
us - or scare representatives - three
among us," Slater said.
Quoting Robert Prose and James
Weldon Johnson, Slater said char "as we

In his moving speech co che hushed
crowd, Slater said he and his family the
night before had reflected "abouc che
highs of life enjoyed and the lows of life
endured," and of the Slater fa m i ly's hard
work going back generations, when "we
sharecropped, or on farms where we
owned the land; working as ordained

enjoy the mouncaincop experience of chis
moment, we muse forever be sensitive co
chat still, small voice, which says co us,
whether standing cal I in victory or
slumped in defeat, char the work is truly
in the valley, and chat sci II small voice
says co us: 'Come forth, come forth, I'm
nor done wi ch you yet."' Ii>
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EMU Alumni Association·
Boord of Directors

Take Fi-.,e

with Latoska Price ( ' 9 6 )
Take Five i s a regular feature o f Exemplar that introduces a member o f the
EMU A l u m n i Association Board of Di rectors. This issue, we speak with
Latoska Price, a group leader for BASF Corporation in Wyandotte, Mich.
BASF is a m u lti-billion-do l l a r chemical company based in Germany. It con
ducts research to address global problems such as cli mate protection,
housing and construction, health and nutrition, mobi lity and demographic
changes. Price, who earned her master's in polymer tech nology from E M U ,
works in t h e colorful world of pigments a n d additives that a r e used i n
b u i ldings - from t h e front doors t o t h e corporate washroom. I n h e r world,
color is more than just paint.
Exemplar: Can you
describe what you do,
exactly?

Price: I work in pigments
Officers:

(Clockwise, from top left:) President:
Gerald Gemignani ('94); President
elect: Eric J. Brown ('03); Parliamen
tarian: Len Capelli ('68, '73); Secre
taryrrreasurer: David Mamuscia ('67,
'71 ).
Other board members:

Past president: Eric Rass ('91, '95);
Patrick J. Barry, Jr. ('71, '73); Mary E.
Batcheller ('56); James J. Beasley, Jr.
('77); Tom Borg ('79); Carl Christoph
('75); Jay Hansen ('83); Ernie Krumm
('90, '97); Jerry Marszalek ('67, '74);
Joseph M isiewicz, ('68, '70); Latoska
Price ('96); Jerome Rush ('72);
Caroline Sanders ('97, '02); Gregory A.
Sheldon ('96); Andrea Shipp ('05);
Karen M. Tabb ('04); Martha M. Taylor
('89, '95).
Emeritus members:

W. Fred Roberts ('56, '68), H.F. (Bud)
Schimmelpfenneg ('68)

and additives for archi
tectural coatings. We
provide technical assis
tance for customers who
use these pigments and
additives for their prod
ucts.

Price: I like blues.
Exemplar: And a certai n shade of
green, of course.

Price: Color is what makes things
sell. For instance, it's very helpful in
interior decorating to create a mood
or feeling. It 's an emotional thing.
When you're doing an office build
ing, for example, people may want
to use a color that makes you think
for an office, and then another color
that creates a ca l m feeling for a
room where negotiations are done.
So the re's a lot o f science in the
selectio n of color.

Price: Yes, Eastern green is always a
good color. It's actually a standard
ized color. When you go to the place
that sells college gear, if the vendor
isn't licensed to sell Eastern 's prod
ucts, then the color won ' t be
Eastern green.

Exemplar: Is there one color that

Price: In different parts of this coun
try, different colors predomi nate. In
Florida, you see more of the pastel
colors, yel lows, greens - tropical
colors that make you feel you're
headed to the beach. In the

l·"'"'Jllar
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Exemplar: So, what is
your favorite color?

Exemplar: Is color an important

decision?

tends to predominate?

:I:!

Midwest, where people
spend more time indoors
certain parts of the year,
they pick colors with a
warmer feel. And differ
ent shades of off-whites
continue to be popu lar.

Exemplar: What are your main rea
sons for serving on the a l u m n i
board:

Price: I really enjoy working with
the people. I enjoy doing things for
the University. Getting my master 's
at EMU has done tremendous
things for my career, so serving on
the Board, lobbying in Lansing or
just going to footba l l games to sup
port the students is just my way of
giving something back.

From Credits to Edits

EJlfU alums Jl1ichelle Rogers, Terry Jacoby and A usten Smith
all have landedjobs as editorsfor different Heritage Newspapers

M

ichelle Rogers, editor
of rhe Saline Reporter
and the Milan News
Leader, slowly rums the pages of
a photo album full of award cita
tions, recommendations, letters
from readers and employee pho
tos. The album is just one wit
ness ro her accomplishments
since graduating from Eastern
Michigan University 1 7 years
ago.
"Journalism has always been
a big parr of my life," she says.
"I never understood someone
who jusr worked a job, as
opposed co a career. I r's a career.
J c's a lifestyle. I'm very involved
in every aspect of ir. I'm on call
24 hours and I'm always think
ing of ir."
Rogers, who grew up in
Whitmore Lake, Mich., says she
had some interest in journalism
in high school, bur didn't act on
ic. Bur at EMU, she fell in love

with the field after majoring in
journalism, freelancing and
working for EMU's scudenr
newspaper, the Eastern Echo. She
credits her EMU professors for
giving her rhe drive co succeed in
the competitive field. And suc
ceed, she did.
After graduating from EMU
1n 1991, Rogers cook a job as a
reporcer at che Chelsea Standard
and che Dextl!1· Leader. She stayed
for 14 years, eventually becom
ing an editor for rhe Sahne
Reporter and Milan News Leader.
During chose years, she also
weathered devastating personal
losses: che deaths of her farher,
her sister and her husband with
in five years.
Her work has been her salva
tion. Rogers puts in 70 hours a
week, but ic doesn't feel like
work. Ir's more of a calling. She
believes the newspapers she edits
help their communities - the

Michelle Rogers ('9 1 ) stays busy as an editor of community
newspapers in southeast Michigan.

main reason she enjoys smaller,
community newspapers.
Rogers has won many
Michigan Press Association
awards and recently was recog
nized by Suburban Newspapers
of America for her leadership as
an editor. Her editing has helped

her newspapers win major srace
journalism awards.
She loves all of ir, she says,
and she isn't going anywhere,
70-hour weeks norwirhscanding.
"I can't imagine doing any
thing else." Iii
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Chapter listings
Chapter name
Accounting Alumni
Black Alumni
Central Arizona Alumni
Chicago Alumni
Communication and Theatre Arts Alumni
Construction Management Alumni
E-Club Alumni
Greek Alumni

Historic

Preservation Alumni

Huron Restoration Alumni
Kensington Valley Alumni
Latino Alumni
LGBT and Friends Alumni (I)
Master of Business Administration Alumni
MSHROD Alumni (1)
Master of Public Administration Alumni
National CapitalAlumni
Northern California Bay Area Alumni
Occupational Therapy Alumni
Southern California Alumni
( I ) Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Tran gender

Contact

More information: emich.edu/alumni/chapters

Jeff Humes (04)
George Eason ('88)

E-mail;Web

jjhumes@gmail.com
georgeeason@sbcglobal.net
www.emuba.org
Paula Hiller ('02)
paula.miller@asu.edu
Stephanie Davis ('04)
sdavis2@gmail.com
Patrick J. Barry, Jr. (71, '73)
pjbsailor@eanhlink.net
James Hogan ('92, '98) Kathryn Johnson ('95, '98) james@usconstruction-design.com
Ed Hizinski ('76)
HizlO@comcast.net
Greg Nixon ('99)
gnixon29@gmail.com
Jennifer Rass ('93)
maxjenn@aol.com
www.emugreekalumni.org
Tamara Click ('03)
clickt@comcast.net
www.historicpreservationalumni.com
Maynard Harris ('53)
www.huronalumni.org
Jay Hansen ('83)
jay@mspccpa.com
Loreno Salazar ('98)
emu_latinoalumni@yahoo.com
Hichael Daitch ('75)
michaeldaitch@yahoo.com
Roger Thayer ('85, '03)
cob_mbaalumni@emich.edu
Jennifer Hack {'00, '04)
barjlm@sbcglobal.net
Dr. Don Koyluoglu
sukru.koyluoglu@emich.edu
Mary Fettes ('86)
11fettes4@ comcastnet
lttinen Bose ('90)
ronen@bose.net
Harge Kirchner ('00)
m_kirchner1958@yahoo.com
Marian Bliznik ('71, '76, '90)
mbliznik@yahoo.com

Phone

734.564.3518
313.657.6050
419.304.1 129
734.644.1868
734.427.0797
3 13.647.62 16
517.548.2414
734.699.4297
248.414.6501
517.205.1231
517.423.7026
734.420.3386
3 13.478.4876
586.468.7001
248.636.8092
734.487.3 1 1 3
703.548.8826
408.423.9985
517.547.7248
949.729.8008

(2) Ma ter or Science in Human Resource and Organizational Development

AART contocu increased enrollment
-

ver the past eight months, more
O than l ,000 prospective E M U
students were c o n cacted by
members of the Alumni Admissions
Recruitmenr Team ( A ART). This
repre ents a significant gain from
2006-07, and alumni are making a
d ifference!
.. cudencs are signing up for Fast
Track and registering for classes at
Eastern after receiving a postcard
from Tom \Xlells ('84), or a handwrit
ten letter from Pat And rewes ('66) or
visiting with Pat Barry ('7 I, "73) at
Explore Eastern," said Tom Borg
('79), AART coord inacor. These are
just a few examples of the concaccs
being made by our enth usiastic
:H
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AART volunteers. Choosing a col
lege or university is a daunting
decision for students and their par
ents. The personal contact and
shared experiences of alumni like
you can be exactly what it rakes co
transform admitted students co
enrolled students and future EMU
graduates.
\Xie are seek ing 25 volunteers co
serve as a l u m n i ambassadors at
FUSJO , E M U "s student orienta
tion program, Sarnrday, Sepe. 6.
Volunteer and see the difference you
can make via the AART program. Iii

Learn more online at emich.edu/alumni/aart,
or contact the Office for Alumni Relations at
734.487.0250 or alumni.relations@emich.edu.

AART volunteers at Explore Eastern April 5 (left to
right): Pat Andrewes ('66), Ken Ruppel, Andrea Shipp
("05), Chr s Vilag ancl Pat Barry ('71 , '73)

Office for Alumni Relations' calendar of events
N E E D MORE DETAILS?

.JUNE
8 - Graduates of the Last Decade
(GOLD) baseball outing: DetroitTigers
vs. Cleveland Indians, 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m.
reception, Hockeytown Cafe (2301
Woodward Avenue, Detroit); 1 :05 p.m.
game, Comerica Park. Tickets are $25
per person. Reservations required.
16 - 5th Annual E-Gridiron Group Golf
Outing, 10 a.m. shotgun start Eagle
Crest Golf Course, Ypsilanti. Registration
fee is $ 1 50 per person. I nformation:
Matt Patterson at 734.487.3420 or
mpatte 1 5@emich.edu

To R.S.V.P. o r for more information
regarding these events ( u n less
otherwise noted), contact the
Office for Alumni Relations at
734.487.0250 o r e-mail
alumni.relations@emich.edu. For
the l atest a l u m n i event information,
visit emich.edu/alu mn i/calendar.
1 9 - Athletic Training Alumni Chapter
social, 4-6 p.m., The Feisty Bulldog Pub
and Grille ((720 N. 1 st St., St. Louis,
Mo.). Information: Corey Hojnicki at
5 1 2.284.5397 or
choj63@hotmail.com
20 - Lucy Parker Golf
Outing, 9:30 a.m. shot
gun start, Eagle Crest
Golf Course, Ypsilanti.
Registration fee is $150
per person. $75 for
Graduates of the Last
Decade; proceeds bene
fit women's athletics at
EMU. I nformation:
Jessica Nietrzeba at
734.487.1 866 or
jnietrze@emich.edu

27 - 13th Annual Accounting &
Finance Alumni/Student Golf
Scramble, 8 a.m. shotgun start, Eagle
Crest Golf Course, Ypsilanti. Registration
fee is $95 per person. Information: Sue
Kattelus at 734.487.3320 or
susan. kattelus@emich.edu

.JULY

21 - Women's GolfTeam Golf Outing,
9 a.m. shotgun start, Eagle Crest Golf
Course, Ypsilanti. Information: Sandy
Wagner at 734.487.6435 or
swagner2@emich.edu

AUGUST

4 - Men's Basketball Golf Outing, 10
a.m. shotgun start, Eagle Crest Golf
Course, Ypsilanti. Information: Craig Fink
at 734.487.8236 or cfink@emich.edu

SEPTEMBER

10 - Construction Management
Alumni Chapter Golf Outing, 9 a.m.
shotgun start, Eagle Crest Golf Course,
Ypsilanti. I nformation: James Hogan at
31 3.647.6216, james@usconstruction
design.com or Kathryn Johnson at
313.220.1778,
kajohnson@walbridge.com

Scream••• 60 Green!11
11

Calling all Eastern Michigan alumni and
friends - it's all about you, football and
EM U! We've lined up a great new sea
son of "Go Green" alumni tailgates to
help you celebrate with fellow fans at
home or on the road. Save the dates
and catch all the pre-game fun this fall.

The "Go Green" alumni tailgate is the
perfect place for alumni and friends to
enjoy themselves and socialize before
the game. Wear your green and white
and join us in the tent for food, refresh
ments, giveaway items and, of course,
lots of EMU SPIRIT

Home tailgates at Rynearson Stadium
Saturday, Sept. 1 3 EMU vs. Toledo
Saturday, Sept. 27 EMU vs. Northern
Illinois - HOMECOMING

Tailgate and kickoff times are subject to
change. For more information or reserva
tions, contact the Office for Alumni
Relations at 734.487.0250, e-mail
alumni.relations@emich.edu, or visit
www.emich.edu/alumni.

Away tailgates
Saturday, Sept. 20 EMU vs. Maryland in
College Park, Md.*
Saturday, Oct. 11 EMU vs. ARMY in
West Point N.Y*
* Reservations required

GO GREEN!
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ell done, Erik!

EMU student and "Survivor"
contender lasted until the final
week of the show
By Ron Podell

W

e were all holding our breach in mid-May, as
Eastern Michigan University student Erik
Reichenbach was still, well, surviving on
"Survivor," a popular reality TV program on
CBS. In face, he had a real shoe ac winning che show's $ l million
prize.
Alas, he was eliminated just days before rhe show's finale.
Disappointing, sure, yer it was quire a ride while it lasted. The
episode-by-episode winrer and spring semesters were real
adventures for Reichenbach and his local EMU following. Ir
also was a considerable departure for chis young man's former,
less lustrous l i fe.
Back home in Michigan, Reichenbach is known by family and
friends as an Eastern Michigan University stu
dent, cross county and crack runner, and an ice
cream scooper in Hell, Mich. A P inckney
native, he became identified nationally as the
"wide-eyed kid in a candy score" chat was
always running around in green shorts and
resembled '70s bubblegum pop icon Leif
Garrett - with a goofy sense of humor, co
boor.
Reichenbach scarred out as one of 20 com
pericors on "Survivor Micronesia: Fans vs.
Favorites." Micronesia was the exotic locale for
this installment, piecing fans of the show
against che people they were used ro watching.
"Fans vs. Favorites" was the theme of chis go
around, as 10 newcomers competed against L O
former cascaways.
"J've been a fan of the show for a long
rime, since I was a little kid," Reichenbach said in an interview
with EMU's Spores Information Department a few weeks before
the new season commenced. "I followed the first season. I was
just interested in it, rhe psychology and competition of ir.
Then, I turned 21 and remembered chat was the age when you
can do chis."
:lh
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EMU student Erik Reichenbach
managed to persevere on the hit TV
show, "Survivor · An EMU cross country
and track athlete Heft), Reichenbach
says the "Survivor" contest is as much
social skill as 11 is physical endurance
"Survivor" photos above and at right
courtesy of CBS.com.

Reichenbach, who is pursing a degree
in graphic arc and design, turned 22 while
filming che show.
What caught the "Survivor" producers'
eyes was Reichenbach's goofy sense of
humor, which was on full display in recent
episodes. In perhaps che biggesr laugh
ouc-loud moment of che season, he pro
claimed, during episode nine, char rhe new, merged tribe should
be named "Dabu," celling everyone rhe word means "good'' in
Micronesian.The rest of che tribe liked ir and blindly went along.
All rhe while, Reichenbach could barely conrain a smile.
"I pretty much just made it up. I love ir chat everyone chinks
Erik looked up Micronesian. Hell no. I didn't look up

Micronesian," Reichenbach explained during an on-camera inter
view. "I was just wanting co name the tribe something funny. For
all I care, i t could have been 'mo mo' or 'fo shizzle."'
Reichenbach learned how to survive in the wild and find food,
including spear fishing, and the fine art of climbing a coconut tree
and wrestling the brown fruit from its branches. He learned ancient
customs of the Micronesian natives
and adapted to social dynamics
within a tribe that sometimes
resembled the cutthroat world of
the business boardroom.
Although a number of his
tribe mates found him likable and
somewhat na'ive, Reichenbach
proved to be a formidable physical
and mental competitor. He per
formed well in most challenges
and had no conflicts with individ
ual tribe mates. And, when
backed into a corner due to lack of
numbers, which happened on two
occasions, he was able to convince
other tribe members that he was
worth keeping around.
"I tried to talk to the people
that J normally don't talk to,
because it's more of a social game
than anything," Reichenbach

explained of his local preparation before heading off for 39 days
in Micronesia. "Everyone thinks it's some kind of competition
and a physical thing. It's totally a social game."

U

nforrunately, Reichenbach made che single biggest
m istake you can make in che game: give up guaran
teed immunity. But he was philosophical after being
voted off the show. 'The most fun part about playing
"Survivor" was meeting the people and just the experience itself,"
Reichenbach said. "I mean, there's people who think it's fun to
come in who say, ' Hey I can make money at this. I can make con
nections off this. I can be famous off this.' ... I've seen this show all
che way through. Just meeting some of my favorites that I've seen
over the years, I mean getting to know them as people. Getting
to know the favorites that l used to think were Hollywood rock
scars. They're just people, just people like me."
In a CBS interview the clay after, Reichenbach said he was
happy with his experience and proud of how far he advanced in
the game.
Thirty-six days is not easy. It's well over halfway. I came into
the game thinking I wouldn't make it past day six or clay seven . . . .
To be the last man standing in che tribe, it might not be because
of athleticism; it might not be because of strategy; but I felt there
was something in char. To be the last guy left around, I had some
thing going socially." �
- !?on Podell is edito1' of Focus EMU.
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A Night of Honor
Alu1nni receive EMU's highest a wards

even Eastern Michigan Univer
alumni were honored in style
sity
S
at the 47th Annual Alumni
Awards Dinner, EMU's premiere
alumni event. There was lots of fun, good
food, and, most important, a focus on
EMU alumni who have made a difference
in the world.
"Each year, we are indebted to EMU
alumni and friends for nominating such
worthy candidates for the awards," said
Vicki Reaume, executive director of alum
ni relations. "T his year's distinguished

awards celebrate Eastern Michigan alum
ni who have demonstrated the value of
their college education, exceptional serv
ice to humankind, and an ongoing inter
est in EMU.
The recipients were:

The Outstanding Young Alumni
Award: Earl A. Boykins ('98) and
Marie J. Webber ('04)

Boykins is a familiar figure to profes
sional basketball fans. He plays for che
National Basketball Association as guard

ments. Generally, they have been gradu
ates of EMU for less than 1 0 years.

The Alumni Achievement Award:
Susan R. Bodary ('86) and George
Eason ('88)

Bodary is the executive director of
EDvention and senior policy associate with
Achieve, Inc. Eason is an attendance officer
for the Detroit Public Schools district and
president of EMUs Black Alumni Chapter.
The Alumni Achievement Award is
given to alumni who have achieved dis
tinction in their chosen f ield, clearly
demonscrared the value of rheir college
education, and maintained a continuing
interest in EMU. Generally, rhey have
been graduates of EMU for 1 0-25 years.

The Distinguished Alumni Award:
Louis M. Bitonti ('71) and Bruce
Sanders ('77)

Bitonti is chief operating officer for
MVP Collaborative. Sanders is an attorney
with rhe law office of Bruce Sanders, and is
an authority in securities law.
This award goes co alumni who have
achieved extraordinary distinction in their
chosen field, demonstrated exceptional
service to humankind, and maintained a
continuing interest in EMU. Generally,
they have been graduates of EMU for more
than 25 years.

The Dr. John W. Porter Distinguished
Service Award: Daniel L. Raglin ('84)

Left to right: Daniel L. Raglin, Louis M Bitonti, Marie J. Webber, Bruce Sanders, Susan R. Bodary,
George Eason and Earl A. Boykins

honorees are an inspiration and exemplify
the values and commitment that make our
University great. And we had a wonderful
rime celebrating their accomplishments."
The dinner, hosted by the EMU
Alumni Association, was held May 10 at
the Ypsilanti Marriott at Eagle Crest. The
:s8 hl'rnplur I SPRING I SUMMER 2008

for the Charlotte Bobcats. Webber is a
health administrator.
This award is presented ro alumni
whose achievements have been recog
nized by their peers and who have
demonstrated rhe worth of their educa
tion through their pose-college achieve-

Raglin is a retired associate adminiscra
cor for industrial relations with General
Morors Corporation and member of the
EMU College of Arcs and Sciences
Resource Board.
The Dr. John W. Porter Distinguished
Service Award is given co individuals who
have made an outstanding contribution co
EMU or ro the Alumni Association. �

WEAR I N THE WOR D?

ABOVE: Joyce Treppa (8.S. '88) and husband Jonathan Campbell (M.S. '88) recently
visited Sunny Fields, a botanical park they help support in Emmett, Mich.
TOP. RIGHT: Ellen Pardick (B.S. '67, M.A. '71) stands in front of Three Camel Lodge
camp, in The Gobi, Mongolia, October 2007.
BOTTOM, RIGHT: Martin ("Mary") Flanagan ('76), against the backdrop of the Golden
Pavilion in Kyoto, Japan, where he was for a steel industry trade trip.

E M U P R I DE : WEAR I T P R O U D LY !

W

hether you are looking for the latest
apparel or gift item, there are many ways
to shop for Eastern Michigan U niversity
gear. While EMU-labeled items ca n be purchased at
sports apparel stores throughout southeast
Michigan, three locations give you the greatest
selection of c lothing and non-clothing items. Those
locations are:
• Offi c e for Alumni Relations' web site at
emich.edutalumni/merchandise. Buy here and a per
c enta ge of your bill benefits the Alumni Assoc iation
Scholarship Fund and other programming initiatives.
• The EMU Bookstore inside the EMU Stud ent
Center. Call 734.483.2850 for operating hours or visit
emich.bkstr.com.
• The Competitive Edge Pro Shop, the University
owned c lothing store irisicle the Re c/l M Building. Call
734.487.4204 for winter semester ope ratin g hours.

ioll$ ir,
Edhor's note:
Class Notes are In Michigan,
unless noted otherwise.
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Correction: DONALD A.
KLEINSMITH (B.A. '56,
M.A. '58) received the
" Honorary
Alumni
Award" from
Adrian
College. The
award honors
individuals
who have shown extraordi
nary loyalty and affection for
the college, where he has
worked since 1970.
JIM
MURDOCK
(B.S. '59,
M.A. '66)
recently pub
lished his first
novel, The
Blankenschipf Curse
RICHARD B. MOREAU
(B.A. '57), a former EMU
chemistry instructor, recently
received a 50-year service
award from the American
Chemical Society.
JACK CAMPBELL (B.S.
'69, M.A. '72) was elected
president of the Home
Builders Association of
Washtenaw County. He is
co-owner of
Marhofer/Campbell
Development Co., LLC in
Pinckney.

1 960s

'63) is a manager of a

DETTIE (TEA) KELTY (B.S.

Citibank office is Roseville,
Calif.

JANETTOWNSEND (B.A.
'63) recently retired from
Copeland Middle School in
RockawayTownship, N.J.,
after 30 years as a school
library media specialist.

SHARON MINARIK (B.A.
'67) traveled to Afghanistan
last year where she taught
music at the International
School of Kabul, and Kabul
Learning Center. She is in
her 27th year teaching gen
eral music for grades 1-5 at
Copeland and Rockland
Elementary Schools in
Libertyville, Ill., in Liberty
ville School District 70.
TOM RUNDQUIST (B.S.
'67, M.A. '69) of Nova
Counseling Associates Inc.,
developed tests for corpora
tions and educators to eval
uate race, gender, religious
and ethnic biases.

1 970s

PAULA (CHAFETZ)
SNYDER (B.S. '74) recently
released an original music
CD titled
"Renewed."
She works for
the state of
North
Carolina,
residing in
Raleigh and concurrently
pursuing a music career. For
more information, visit
cwww. pcsnyder-music.com
CATHERINE AHLES (B.A.
'73) oversees marketing and
publicity operations for
Premier Aircraft Sales in Ft.
Lauderda le, Fla.
MARYELLEN REAGAN
ACKROYD (B.S. '73, M.A.
'74) is retiring after 33 years
with the Pontiac City School
District. During her career,
she worked as a speech
therapist and has taught
kindergarten and second
grade.
BEVERLY NEAL (B.B.A.
'78) is president of the
Michigan Funeral Directors
Association. She is also
partner with the Higgerson
& Neal Funeral Home in
Belleville.

'72) was recently promoted

ROBERT DELVIN (M.A.

to professor at Illinois
Wesleyan University.

KATHY LONG (B.S. '72)
was a recipient of the "2008
All Faith Women of Vision
Award;' sponsored by the
Ventura Interfaith Ministerial
Association in California.
She has served on the
Ventura County Board of
Supervisors,Third District
since 1997.
MILTON MACK (B.S. '72)
was elected chair of the
Judicial Conference of the
State Bar of Michigan for
2007-2008. He was also
recently awarded the
Judicial Pioneer Award by
the Wayne Mediation Center.

1 980s

GAIL HERSHENZON (M.A.
'89) wrote Michigan
Memorial Park, her second
book about the cemetery
located in Flat Rock.
STEVEN RAUCH (B.S. '82,
M.A. '92) was recently
appointed to the board of
directors of the Augusta
Richmond Country Historical
Society. He is a historian for
the U.S. Army at Fort
Gordon, and an adjunct U.S.
history professor at Augusta
State University.
JAMES HITT (B.S. '80,
M.S. '86) is the planning
and zoning director for the
city of Clermont, Fla.
MICHAEL DAVIS (M.S.
'83) recently published his
ninth book, Detroit's Wartime
Industry: Arsenal of
Democracy.
THOMAS
WELLS
(B.B.A. '84)
is the channel
sales opera
tion manager
for Cisco
Systems in Southfield,

responsible for Michigan,
Northern Ohio and
Wisconsin.

GREG ENO (B.S. '86) is
the sports editor of Set
Magazine and editor-in-chief
of the magazine's website,
www.set-magazine.com.
GARY PROCOP (B.S. '87)
was appointed chair of the
Department of Clinical
Pathology at the Cleveland
Clinic.
RACHEL BADANOWSKI
(M.A. '87) was awarded the
" ChemistryTeacher of the
Year" Award for 2007 by the
American Chemical Society
Central region. She currently
teaches chemistry at
Southfield High School i n
the Southfield Public School
District, and graduate sci
ence methods at Wayne
State University.
PATRICK F..
HICKEY
(B.S. '80)
was recently
elected to
serve a sec
ond term on
the Executive Board of
Dykema, a national law firm,
until 2010.
'84) is the regional ground

MICHAEL OVERBAY (B.S.

water center coordinator for
the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency Region 6
office in Dallas, Texas.
PAMELA STEPHENSON
(B.B.A. '86) is CEO of
Grady Hospital in Atlanta,
Ga.
NANCY A. HANSEN (B.S.
'87) was recently promoted
to lieutenant colonel in the
U.S. Army Reserve.
SHARON ROSE-GILL (B.S.
'87, M.B.A. '89) was
recently inducted into the
Montrose Sports and
Community Hall of Fame for
l·.w111plar I SPRING I SUMMER 2008 � I

G U I DE TO D E G R E E S
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.E.
B.B.A.
B.B.E.
B.F.A.
B.M.

Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Art Education
Bachelor of Business

Administration

Bachelor of Business Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Music

B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.M.T.
B.S.N.

M.A.
M.F.A.
M.S.

Bachelor of Music Therapy

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Master of Arts

Master of Fine Arts
Master of Science

M.S.W. Master of Social Work

M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.B.A. Master of Business
Administration

M.B.E. Master of Business Education
M.L.S. Master of Liberal Studies
M.O.T.

Master of Occupational Therapy

M.P.A. Master of Public Administration

M.M.E. Master of Music Education
S.P.A.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.

Specialist of Arts

Doctorate of Education

Doctorate of Philosophy

S H A R E YO U R N EWS W I T H U S

Do you have news about an accomplishment
you want to share with fellow alumni? Send it
electronically by using our online form. Or you
can send it through regular mail, bur be sure to
include name, address, city/state/ZIP, e-mail
address and telephone number. Please list the
degree you earned and the year you graduated.
Mail to: Eastern Michigan University, Office
for Alumni Relations, 1349 S. Huron St.,
Suite 2, Ypsilanti, Michigan, 48197.

Send us your photo, too. We pre
fer color prints or high-resolu
tion digital color images. For
faster delivery, use our online
submission form (see URL
below).
emich.edu/alumni/association/classnotes
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her athletic achievement i n bas
ketball, softball and volleyball.
She is currently a finance super
visor at Ford Motor Company.
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FRANCES GUTIERREZ (B.S.
'95) received a Juris Doctor of
Law degree last year.

BILL FISCHER (B.S. '91 ) is the
PlainfieldTownship community
development director.

JEFFREY BIGELMAN (B.S.
'97) recently
formed Osipov
Bigelman, P.C., a
law firm i n
Southfield focus
ing on the practice
of bankruptcy,
business, and construction
litigation.
GEORGE FARRELL (B.S. '91 )
was recently pro
moted to staff ser
geant in the
Michigan Air
National Guard.
He serves with the
127th Logistics
Readiness Squadron at Selfridge
Air National Guard Base.

SUE GERTEN (B.B.A. '99,
M.S. '03) recently
completed the
Leukemia &
Lymphoma
Society Honolulu
Marathon and was
the top fundraiser I BECKY (MARUSHAK)
for Michigan. She is recruitment
BRADLEY (B.A. '94) recently
manager for the Atlanta Braves.
earned a doctorate in education
al leadership and policy studies
TERANCE LUNGER (M.A. '90,
from Arizona State University.
M.A. '91, E.D.D. '00) is the
She is director of student life and
new superintendent of Calhoun
leadership for Scottsdale
Intermediate School District.
Community College.
CHRISTINE (LUSTIG)
KOWALSKI (B.S. '92) was
elected to the Dearborn Heights
District 7 Board of Education as a
trustee.
MATT FORNER (B.B.A. '93)
was recently pro
moted to director
of aftermarket
sales for Grote
Industries, head
quartered in
Madison, Ind.
TINA (MORETTI) BOGAC (B.S.
'94) is the biosafety program
director atThe Ohio State
University, in Columbus, Ohio.

STEVEN FOX (B.S. '94) wrote
an article published in the
January edition of the ISSA
Journal titled " Development of a
Risk Assessment Analysis
Methodology for Nonprofit
Organizations:'

THERESA LIKERT (M.A. '98) is
the owner of Oxygen Plus, a med
ical equipment store in Saline.

JEFF WOOD (B.S. '96) is the
new head football coach at
Bedford High School, in Bedford
Public Schools.

NANCY MILLER (M.S. '97) is
director of the Jackson Legacy
Program, which provides scholar
ships for qualifying Jackson
County high school graduates.
JENNIFER
SCHWARTZENBERGER
(B.B.A. '97) is the owner of
Stony Creek Bead & Gallery in
Ypsilanti.
RICK ROCKWELL (B.S. '99,
M.S. '03) and wife Celeste Wiley
are in the process of restoring an
early 20th century freedman's
cottage in Charleston, NC.
SUSAN FEATHERINGILL (M.A.
'91) recently retired as the assis
tant superintendent for business
operations from theTaylor
School District.

DOUGLAS FRIEND (M.S.

TOM NOWICKI (B.A. '02)

BECKIE THOMPSON (B.S.

SATYANARAYANA
PATLOORI (M.L.S. '03)

'91) is an administrator for
grades 9-1 2 for the School
City of Hammond, Ind.
'96) was
recently pro
moted to
account
supervisor at
John Bailey &
Associates.
Inc. Public Relations, a pub
lic relations firm in Troy.

ROBIN BLAIR (B.S. '97) is

a library assistant at
El izabethtown Community
andTechnical College in
Elizabethtown, Ky.
EBONY DOOLEY (B.A.
'97) was

recently pro
moted to
account
supervisor at
John Bailey &
Associates,
Inc. Public Relations. a pub
lic relations firm in Troy.

2000s
ELIZABETH KULIK (B.S.
'01 , M.S. '07) is an export

pa rts specialist for Toyota i n
Erlanger, Ky.

BECKY LEEVEY (B.S. '01,
M.A. '05) is the assistant

director of admissions and
volunteer track coach at
Calumet College of St.
Joseph in Whiting, Ind.

GABRIEL S. MARINARO
(B.S. '01 ) joined the Detroit

office of Dykema as an asso
ciate in the law firm's
employee benefits practice
area.

QUINN STRASSEL ('02) is

an entertainment jockey (EJ)
at www.OurStage.com, an
online competition for
emerging, independent
music and film talent.

is an agent for Allstate
Insurance at the Ed Fournier
Agency in Monroe.

was named an Honored
Member in Finance in the
2008/09 Princeton Premier
Registry. He is a manager
for Deloitte & Touche.
CHRISTOPHER PERRIA
(B.S. '03) is

the science
lab coordina
tor at Monroe
County
Community
College.

HARRY KATOPODIS (B.A.
'05) is a digital journalism

and mass media teacher at
the Digital Arts and Sciences
Academy (DASA). a new
high school in the Highland
Park Public Schools district.
GREG VARNUM (B.S. '05)

is the acting
executive
director of the
National Youth
Advocacy
Coalition
(NYAC) based
in Washington, DC. NYAC is a
social justice organization
serving young people who
are lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or questioning
(LGBTQ).
KIM JASPER (B.A. '07) is

an English teacher in the
Milan Community Education
program.
BEN GRAHAM (M.A. '07)
published Ending in Angels,

a novel based on his experi·
ence with arthritis during h is
secondary school years.
VANESSA FERGUSON
(M.P.A. '07) is a writer and

researcher at Michigan
GovernmentTelevision and
owner of Candidate 2 Voter
Commu nications.
DAWN LINDBLADE

Travis Kraft (8.S. '03) modeled alongside actress Lindsay Lohan in
a fashion editorial for the March issue of Harper's Bazaar
(B.M.E. '02) is currently a

professor of clarinet at the
Puerto Rico Conservatory of
Music in San Juan, Puerto
Rico.

TIMOTHY SADOWSKI
(B.S. '04) is the village

manager and zoning admin
istrator of Mayville.

SEAMUS MOONEY (M.S.
'00) is the director for the

department of emergency
preparedness, a part of the
Frederick County Division of
Emergency Management in
Maryland.
HEATHER RUMLEY
(B.B.A. '00)

was promoted
to head of the
math depart
ment at John
Glenn High
School in the
Wayne-Westland
Community School District.

MARQUES THOMEY (B.S.
'00) was promoted to

department manager in the
maintenance division for the
Wayne County Airport
Authority at Detroit Metro
Airport.

JASON WEISS (B.S. '00)

is the vice president of crew
resource planning for
NetJets Inc., a Berkshire
Hathaway Company.

JEFFREY HOOVER (B.B.A.
'01 , M.B.A. '04) joined the

Bloomfield Hills office of
Howard &
Howard
Attorneys,
P.C., concen
trating his
practice in the
areas of cor
porate and commercial
transactional law.
ADRIAN MASSEY (B.S.
'02) released A Soldier's
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Poetic Response: A Silence

of His Life, a collection of

h i s poetry. He is currently
serving as a captain in the
U.S. Army in Iraq.
TODD TUE (B.S. '02)

recently debuted "Seven
Signs;· a documentary film
project he worked on cele
brating the traditional cul
ture of America's Old South.
SARA (WITT) CULLIN
(B.B.A. '03, B.S. '03) i s

the corporate commu nica
tion coordinator for Rumpke
Consolidated Companies i n
Cincinnati, Ohio.
SHAWN SANCHEZ (M.S.

'03) is an adjunct instructor

in the Geography
Department at Henry Ford
Community College i n
Dearborn. H e also works full
time for the U.S Army Corps
of Engineers in Detroit.
DAVID EHRLICH (B.B.E.

'04) was awarded the 2007

Dr. JackT H u m bert New
Professional of the Year
Awa rd by the Michigan
Marketing Educators
Association. He is a market
ing teacher at Rochester
Adams Hi g h School in the
Rochester Com m u n ity
School District.
ERIKA FORD (B.S. '05) is

a guidance counselor and
girls' varsity basketba ll
coach at Davison Hi g h
School i n Davison
Community Schools.

ANTONIO SALINAS (B.A.
'05, M.A. '07) is an

infantry officer i n the U.S.
Army, assigned to the 2nd
infantry division, headquar
tered at Camp Carson i n
Colorado.

MICHAEL MOURGAS
(B.S. '06) was promoted to

senior analytical chemist i n
t h e inorganic laboratories at
NSF International.
11
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KARIN LA MOTHE (B.S.
'00) i s a communications

specialist for Livonia Public
Schools.

JODY HOLETON (M.A.

'01) is a pub

lic affairs offi
cer for the
728th MP BN,
stationed in
Tikrit, Iraq.
His unit
recently sponsored the Law
EnforcementTorch Run for
Special Olympics.
BRETT PEHRSON (M.L.S.
'02) is the new public safety

d i rector for the city of
Coldwater.

BRIAN MCCLOSKEY
(B.M.E. '02) was recently

named "Music Teacher of
the Yea r" by the Michigan
School Band a n d Orchestra
Association for District 3. He
is a band instructor for
Almont Com m u n ity Schools.
LINDSAY BUHAGIAR
(B.S. '06) is the income

development representative
for the American Cancer
Society in Chicago.
MONICA L. JONES (M.A.

'03) published h e r first

novel, Better Late Than
Never. For more informa
tion, visit
www.monicaljones.com.
ADAM HERMAN (M.A.
'06) is the marketing coordi

nator for the honors pro
gram at Wayne State
U niversity.
GLENN AUERBACH

(M.S:05) was promoted to

d i rector of pricing for Malloy
Incorporated, a book printer
in Ann Arbor.

EMU alum and author
publishes ninth book
Back in 1 983, Michael Davis, a Yale University graduate, former
journalist and public relations executive, decided to pursue a pas
sion: historic preservation. He enrolled in Eastern Michigan
University's Historic Preservation program. In 1 990, he co-authored
a book, America's Favorite Homes, that, he says, grew out of those
historic preservation studies.
Wayne State University Press published the book in 1990, and
Davis, along with co-author Rob
Schweitzer, both ended up teach
ing in EMU's Historic Preservation
program. Davis, 76, has since
retired from teaching but not from
writing books about history.
Quite the opposite.
His tenth book, Detroit's

Wartime Industry: Arsenal of
Democracy, recently was pub

lished by Arcadia Publishing,
which specializes in regional his
tory books. Arcadia has pub
lished three of Davis' more
recent photographic histories of
General Motors Corporation,
Chrysler Corporation and Ford Motor Company between 1999 and
2002.
Davis, of Royal Oak, has lived in the Detroit area for 50 years.
He originally is from Louisville, Ky. His other books have centered
on architectural, maritime, industrial and medical history. He is a
national director of the Pioneer America Society: Association for
Preservation of Artifacts and Landscape, an organization of cultur
al geographers. He also is a trustee of the National Automotive
History Collection at the Detroit Public Library and a former execu
tive director of the Detroit Historical Society.

(Photos reprinted with permission from Detroit's Wartime Industry:
Arsenal of Democracy, by Michael WR. Davis. Available from the
publisher online at www.arcadiapublishing.com or by calling
888.313.2665.)

Alumni memoriams
Josephine Crocker (M.A. '32) Ann Arbor, Feb. 27
Helen I. (Busman) Hanchett (B.A. '33) Grand Rapids, Jan. 1 2
Kathleen A . (Grant) Glasstone (B.A. '34)
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Jan. 7
Arthur C. Stevenson (B.A. '34) Wilmington, Del., Feb. 29
Eugene Weinberger (B.A. '36) Somerset, N.J. Jan. 27
Alvin Joslyn (B.A. '37, S.P.A. '69) Ann Arbor, March 4
Doris E. Underhill (B.S. '37) Ann Arbor, March 4
Evelyn H. (Green) Stewart ('38) Demorest, Ga., Nov. 25
Esther (Lapointe) Wenger (B.S. '39)
West Palm Beach, Fla., Nov. 24
George C. Bunnell (B.A. '40) Ann Arbor, Feb
Esther L. (Fochtman) Hammond (B.S. '41) New Bern, N.C.,
March 9
Eleanor (Clark) Anteau (B.S. '49) Perrysburg, Ohio, Jan. 26
Louise E. (Murphy) Bohl (B.S. '50) Highland, Jan. 24
Shirley Boyle (B.S. '50) Green Bay, Wis., Feb. 1 5
Evelyn L. Dickson (B.S. '50) G reentown, Ind., Feb. 28
Douglas K. Willis ('50) Stuart, Fla., Feb. 28
Gordon J. Arnott (B.A. '52) Blacksburg, Va., March 11
Edward W. Ferrett (B.S. '52, M.A. '58) Ann Arbor, March 3
Magdalen Carpenter (B.S. '55, M.A. '60) Monroe, Nov. 29
Patrick Lowney (B.S. '57, M.A. '66) Redford, Jan. 31
Peter Farrell (M.A. '60) Kilmarnock, Va., Dec. 1
Louis Phelan ('60, '64) Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 30
George W. Eyster (B.S. '61 , M.A. '56)Tamarac, Fla., Dec. 30
Celeste A. Gomes (M.A. '61) Flat Rock, Feb. 1 6
Donald A. Valentine (B.M.E. '61, M.A. '66) St. Johns, March 1 0
Delyn L. Wurzel (B.S. '62, M.A. '72) Monroe, Feb. 1 0
Alice L. (Herman) Egelkroud ('63) Bradenton, Fla., Jan. 8
Helen M. Fichtner (B.S. '63, M.A. '69) Alamo, Calif., Feb. 25
Michael E. Conner (B.S. '64, B.A. '71 ) Detroit, Feb. 1 2
George Cowdrey I I (M.A. '64) Sylvania, Ohio, Dec. 26
Valor E. Blackwell (M.A. '65) Flint, Feb. 1 8
Agnes M . Corner ('65) Lansing, Feb. 1 7
Douglas J . Martin (B.S. '65) Venice, Fla., Feb. 1
Margaret R. Wallace ('65, ' 7 1 ) Port Huron, Feb. 8
Terrence T. Stiefvater (B.S. '66) Oakland Township, Jan. 19
Billie Jean (Hatch) Cousins (B.S. '67) Grand Blanc, Jan. 1
Alice M. Hickok (M.A. '67) Davison, Jan. 1 8
Patricia A . (Klick) Wise (M.A. '67) Columbus, Ohio, June 1 0
Gussie D. Greenway ('68) Ann Arbor, Dec. 1 4
Russell W. Fuller (M.A. '70) Boyne City, Jan. 1 3
Thomas K . Grzesiek (B.S. '70) Monroe, Feb. 2 1
Agrippa Jones (M.A. '70) Detroit, Dec. 25
Drew B. Williams (B.A. '70) Norfolk, Va., Jan. 4
Martha Ralph (M.A. '72) Uniontown, Pa., March 1 5
Lavern Alward (S.P.A. '73) Saginaw, M a rch 8
Karl F. Koths (S.P.A. '73) Monroe, March 2 1

Harry I. Sharp (S.P.A. '73) Naples, Fla., Dec. 10
Marilyn D. Sinclair (B.S. '73) Grand Junction, Colo., March 16
R. RickerdThompson (B.S. '73) Grosse lie, Feb. 19
Josephine M. Alanson (M.A. '76) Dearborn Heights, Feb. 23
Maureen Lucas (M.A. '76) Ann Arbor, M a rch 1 6
James H . Myers (M.A. '76) Monroe, Dec. 3 1
Mary S . (Julian) Theurer (B.S. '76, M.A. '83)
Ann Arbor, Dec. 17
Charles W. Dietrich (M.B.A. '77) Livonia, Feb. 1 6
Robert J. Eastman (B.A. '77) Grand Rapids, Jan. 10
Margaret J. Newbern Judson (M.A. '77) Avon Park, Fla.,
March 1 7
Joel F. Pott (M.B.A. '77) Rochester Hills, Dec. 1 2
Mamie Williams-Arburtha (M.A. '78) Hazel Crest, Ill., Jan. 27
Jeannie E. Hutchinson (B.S. '79) Seattle, Wash., Nov. 22
Todd M. Anaman (B.A. '83, M.A. '85) Saginaw, Jan. 1 7
Carolyn R. Bates ('85) Ann Arbor, Dec. 20
Tami J. (Latoki) Doherty (B.S. '86) Missoula, Mont., Dec. 4
Kevin D. Wylie (B.B.A. '86) Brighton, Dec. 11
Carla Herrerias (B.S. '87) Detroit, Dec. 1 2
Susan M. Carroll (B.S. '91 ) Port Orange, Fla., Jan. 5
Rachel Persico-Shammas (M.S. '92) Ann Arbor, Dec. 4
Michelle L. (Keshari) Kubischke (B.S. '93) Swansea, Nov. 4
Carol R. Laura (B.S. '95) Woodhaven, Feb. 1 5
Beth A . (Cavanaugh) Burke (B.S:96) Ann Arbor, Oct. 30
Sherman Dunsmore (B.S. '97) Ann Arbor, Feb. 8
March 9
Mary L. Harris (M.S.W. '98) Peoria, Ill., Nov. 1 2
Ryan Scott Besaw (B.S. '00) Ann Arbor, Dec. 28

Faculty and staff
memonams
•

Robert Belcher, a professor of biology, Jan. 8 , 2008
Jane M. Dart, emeritus faculty member and art professor at
EMU for 36 years, Feb. 1 1 , 2008
Vernon H. Jones, an emeritus education professor, Jan. 12, 2008
Barbara B. ODell, a retiree of EMU registrar's office, Feb. 4, 2008
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McDaniel wins Social
Worlcer of the Year
By Chris Azzopardi

N

o offense, grown-ups, but alumna
Susan McDaniel doesn't wane the lit
cle ones ro gee i ncarcerated. That's one
reason she likes helping children. The ocher: " ]
l i k e kids better," the E M U graduate says,
laughing.
McDaniel provides individual and group
counseling services, addresses mental health
issues and behavior intervention strategies, and
is a trained trauma and loss specialist. And ear
lier this year, her colleagues cook notice.
The Michigan Association of School Social
Workers, Region A, named McDaniel 2008
School Social Worker of che Year. She was
selccced from about l 90 school social workers
for her work at four Plymouth-Cancon
schools, where she has been employed for five
years.
"I'm still kind of at che scare of my career and rm just doing
what l like co do," says McDaniel, 30, who will be eligible for
the scace award given in the fall. " l cry ro do it well, so ro be
acknowledged for doing a good job is pretty amazing."
Her work, which she launched after g raduating from EMU in
l 999 with a Bachelor of Science in Social \x-'ork, was praised in
early March at a celebration, where she was presented with a
plaque chat now hangs in her office. Her fam ily came in from
Ohio, where McDaniel grew up, and abom LOO other socia.l
workers attended che ceremony.
Bue McDaniel never expected Kevin Mc amara, a Wayne
County Commissioner, co be there as well.
"Jc was quire rewarding co hear really nice things about your
work," says McDaniel, who was nominated by a social worker in
another school district. " l e kind of helps you keep going, because
a lot of times we work so hard, and you don't always hear that,
'Good job," and so to have . . . people just telling me chat I've done
a good job, ic helps morivace you ro keep doing what you do.··
B u e McDaniel, who l ives in Canron with her h usband and
their daughter, doesn't necessarily need that motivation. She
knew helping others would be a lifelong venture ever since high
school volleyball, when her coach, who was also a social worker,
cold her how gratifying ic wa .
" l thought, 'Wow, what a great way co, I guess, affect some
one's life or help someone make their life better,"' McDaniel says.
;<,
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"J don't think I knew what I was getting inco,
but I think by having chat role model and then
having some opportunity co volunteer, it led
me to chink that looked like a job that fir."
During her senior year ac EMU - which she
calls "'the small school with big opporcunities"
- she had her first field placement within
Detroit Public Schools, which gave her a taste of
what co expecc and opened her eyes co some
thing she hadn't even considered: Being a school
social worker.
"] really like that i n my job, l have various
roles," she says. "[ love co see when we get the
right support co kids. I love co see them grow."
She helps children find their 111ner
strengths, deal w i th anger, and, yes, avoid
detention centers - and the cells they often
can lead ro. For McDaniel that is the biggest reward of all. �

- Chris Azzopt11di is ct freefctnre tl'riter from Canton. and ctn

EMU al111111111s.

Travel with senior alumni

A host of activities are now available to alumni over the age of 60
through the new Senior Alumni Program. From brown bag lectures
to travel and volunteer opportun i ties, the program offers the joys
and rewards of engaging with fellow senior alumni and your alma
mater.
Jump on board the program and take part in the inaugural
Travel Michigan trip. We are seeking a group of at least 25 for a
weekend getaway to Port Huron, Aug. 8-10. The itinerary includes:
Friday: Travel from Ypsilanti to Port Huron; lunch at the Maritime
Museum; river cruise aboard the Huron Lady II; self-guided tours
Saturday: Tours of the Thomas Edison Depot Museum, Huron
Lightship Museum and the Bramble; wine tasting, dinner and the
atre performance featuring Jeff Daniels
Sunday: Vis i t the Fort Gratiot Light H�use; return travel to Ypsilanti
The cost is $280 per person for double occupancy ($400 per person
for single occupancy) and includes round-trip bus fare, hotel room
and all activities and meals listed above. Reservations are required
by Monday, June 30.
To R.S.V.P. or for more information about the Senior Alumni
Program, contact Christine Mikolajczak in the Office for Alumni
Relations at 734.487.0250 or cmikolaj@emich.edu.

•
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Return of the Pike
F

Three EMU alumni research o/,d Michigan tourist highway

or 1 4 weeks, Cheryl Chidester (07) was
a road warrior, looking to unearth
points of interest along a n 86-ycar-old W'cst .i\Iichigan
route from South I l aYcn to J\lusk.cgon and Pentwater.
She stayed for a week or two at bed-and-breakfasts, \isiting art
galleries and museums and checking out locales and history.
Her guide \\·as the West J\fichigan Pike, a meandering 400-milc
route hugging Lake J\. fichigan's shoreline from the Indiana border
near cw Buffalo to i\fack.inaw City. The hope is to have the
route redesignatcd a historic highway.
The road's earl) 20th-century roots date to when the automobile was just starring to put people on the road.
"There's a lot of architectural signagc - food stands and
bowling alleys, thin�,s that were big
tourist attractions back in the heyday," said Chidester, an architectural
hist0rian.
The Pike became history only
four years after its l 922 completion,
becoming part of the federal highway system in 1 926. It was redcsignatecl U. . 3 1 , which has stncc
become mostly freeway.
But U.S. 31 's forerunner could
sec a revival.
,\n effort is under way to gee the
Michigan
Department
of
Transportation to designate the old
U.S. 3 1 a state heritage route. I f that
happens, it could mean more
money for road and building rcpear
along and near the route, including
in downtown i\ luskcgon.
Behind the effort arc the Michigan J-ljstorical Center and the
i\ lkhigan Beach towns Partnership of nine tourism bureaus,
including J\luskcgon, Grand I lavcn-Spring Lake, Holland,
Saugatuck-Douglas and South 1laven.
Chidester and fcUow Ei\IU graduate students Diana Clark and
Amy 1\rnold - now State Preservation Planner for the J\ Jjchigan
State f listoric Preservation Office - interned with the J\fichigan
I listorical Center. They arc rediscoYcring tl1e Pike's historical and
recreational aspects. Their work was funded by a $ 1 60,000 feeler al Prcscn c 1\mcrica Grant and a SS0,000 matching grant from the
J\lichigan Council of tl1e r\rts and Cultural Affairs.
\X'ith designation as the state's 1 5th - and longest - heritage route, priority f or state grants would be given to roads,
;;o I
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bridges and buildings \\·ithin 1 0 miles of U.S.
3 1 , said Pete l lanscs, who heads i\IDOT's
heritage route program.
In Lhc l\Juskcgon area, the Pike historically took lakcshorc u·a\'
clcrs into town along Peck Street to Third Street and downtown
on \X'cstern r\vcnue. Visitors would leave fuskegon on Eastern
Avenue to Ottawa and head to orrh ,\luskegon. Going north,
the Pike used Scenic Drive to \X'hite l �1ke.
"There arc so many historic features alonp; the Pike," said Sam
\X'cnclling, director of the Muskegon County Convention &
Visitors Bureau. Among those features arc IIacklcy Park, the
Frauenthal Theater and the former Century Club building.
"People are into history big time," Wendling said, pointing to
the popularity of the Route 66 historic highway to California. ''This
gives people a reason to travel up
that historic route. Tourism is again a
major emphasis for our region like it
was 90 years ago."
The Pike's appeal is as much hcritage as scenery. For instance, traversing it between I lolland and
Saugatuck reveals Few scenic views
beyond stately homes on Lake
.Macatawa along South Shore Drive.
The Pike's foundations come
from simpler clays, back when
Lakcshorc communities relied more
on courism to bring in revenue.
The \'fest i\1ichigan Lake Shore
I lighway Association, later renamed
the West Michigan Pike 1\ssociation,
formed. l ts focus was to build a road to bring automobiles and
tourists from Chicago and northern Tndiana to Lake i\f ichigan's
sanely beaches, said state preservation planner Amy Arnold.
Creation of the Pike, which had the slogan "Lake Shore All the
Way," took nearly a decade.
The road helped bring ethnic cli\·crsiry and working-class
resorts to \Vest i\Jjchigan. Lt opened up previously inaccessible
sand dunes and lake views, helping b1ing development of eight
state parks before 1 930.
Chidester toured the Pike from New Buffalo to Ludington.
She believes the best views are near Whitehall.
- Dare i\/11//er is a stajf writer for the fuskegon (Mich.)
Chronicle. This mtide np,inted with the pem,ission q/ the J\Iuskcgon
Chroniclc/M.ichigan Live.

By D ave Mulle r

JUNE

held at Hockeytown Cafe on
Woodward Avenue in Detroit from 1 1
a.m. to 1 p.m. Tickets are $25 and
include admission to the game and
pre-game lunch buffet. Friends and
guests are welcome. To R . S.V.P or for
more information, contact the Office
for Alumni Relations at 734.4870250
or e-mail alumni.relations@emich.edu.
16 - Golf and football

1 - It's hot in here
E M U Theatre presents " 1 1 0 in the
Shade," originally conceived by N .
Richard Nash a n d with music by Harvey
Schmidt and lyrics by Tom Jones.
Directed by Ken Stevens. May 30-3 1 , 7
p.m.; June 1 , 3 p.m.; June 5-7. 7 p.m.
8 - Alumni baseball outing
Graduates of the Last Decade cheer on
the Detroit Tigers at Comerica Park as
they face the Cleveland Indians at 1 :05
p.m. A preceding reception, complete
with a pizza and salad buffet, will be

The fifth annual E-Gridiron Group Golf
Outing benefiting the E M U football pro
gram takes place at Eagle Crest Golf
Club. Registration lasts from 9-10 a.m.
There will be a 3 p . m . reception and
3:30 p.m. dinner, awards and raffle
drawing. The registration fee is $ 1 50
per person and includes green fees, a
cart, range balls, lunch, dinner and one
2008 season ticket package. To register
or for more information, contact Matt
Patterson at 734.4873420 or
mpatte1 5@emich.edu.
19 - Athletic training social
The newly formed Athletic Training
Alumni Chapter holds a social for athlet
ic training alumni in St. Louis, Mo. i n
conjunction with th e National Athletic
Trainers Association. The event lasts
from 4 - 6 p.m. at The Feisty Bulldog Pub
and Grille, 720 N. 1 st St. Free snacks

and soft drinks. For more information,
go to choj63@hotmail.com.

JULY

1 1 & 1 2 - The Michigan Elvisfest

Riverside Park, Ypsilanti. One of
Ypsilanti's claims to fame. Meet Elvis
tribute artists and other great legend
impersonators. Other events: Elvis
Autorama; the best barbeque North of
Memphis, Pig Out in the Park. Go to
mielvisfest.org for more information.
25 & 26 - Mich. Brewers Festival
Riverside Park, Ypsilanti. Sample from a
selection of 120 beers brewed by over
30 breweries, microbrews and brew
pubs from around Michigan. Food and
live entertainment also available. For
more information, go to
Michiganbrewersguild.org.

AUGUST

15 & 16 - Heritage Festival

Riverside Park, Ypsilanti. Celebrate
Michigan's cultural diversity with arts
and crafts, historic architecture,
Millionaire's Party, music, autos and
engines. Check out
www.ypsilantiheritagefestival.com.

I M PO RTANT N U M B E R S
EMU Ticket Office:
734.487.2282
EMU Theatre Box Office:
734.487. 1 221
Visit emich.edu/calendars
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